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anman revokes Panther Lounge license 
MIKE CHAMBERS 
After eight hours of testimony 
d a week of deliberation, Char-
s ton Mayor Wayne Lanman 
led the owner of the Panther 
ounge was guilty of 65 of 68 
leged violations of the city's 
uor ordinance and revoked his 
uor license. 
Lanman, who is also Char-
ston · s liquor control commis-
·oner. found Dave Isbell guilty 
violating the city's liquor ordi-
ce and took the recommenda-
on of the city to impose the 
ost severe penalty. 
Lanman's decision, if upheld 
roughout the appeals process. 
ould forbid Isbell from serving 
"quor in Charleston permanently. 
Isbell's attorney, S. John 
uller, said he will appeal the 
eci sion to the Illinois Liquor 
ontrol Commission. 
Prior to the hearing, Muller 
led a motion that would dis-
alify Lanman from the hearing 
d allow Muller to take the case 
fore a circuit court judge. 
"It's insanity," Muller said. 
he (liquor) commissioner acts 
judge, jury and executioner in 
e case." 
• Roe's feeling 
Panthers' pinch. 
Page2 
• Steidinger sounds 
future warning. 
Page2 
Muller said he was surprised 
this type of commission process 
hasn't been found unconsti tution-
al. 
"This commission form is a 
foolish measure that was imple-
. mented during World War IL It's 
never been changed, and it 
should," he said. 
"It's an issue he can take up 
with the state liquor commission-
er," Charleston City Attorney 
Brian Bower said in response to 
Muller's claims. "That is the pro-
cedure dictated by the legislature. 
And I agree with the procedure." 
Isbell 's troubles began Aug. 31 
with a 12:30 p.m. raid of Panth-
ers. 1421 Fourth St.. by Char-
leston police. Inside, police 
found 67 people under the age of 
19, which is the legal age to enter 
a bar in Charleston. Police also 
found a 20-year-old woman con-
• Continued on Page 2 
I 
CARL WALK/Staff photographer 
The Panther Lounge, 1421 Fourth St., will be closed as of Saturday because its owner, Dave Isbell, had his 
liquor license revoked by Charleston Mayor Wayne Lanman. 
stablishment has recent history of suSpensions 
CANDICE HOFFMAN 
TIM SHELLBERG 
Charleston bars, was fined $125 after being found guilty of a 
city and ordinance prohibiting the sale of alcohol to minors. 
The fines were handed down as a result of a mid-January 
police raid in which 35 students were arrested. 
The charges were made after an Eastern student and a 
Charleston resident admitted to consuming alcohol in the 
two bars prior to getting into a car accident in late January of 
that year. The car accident injured both minors. 
Mayor Wayne Lanman's revocation of Panther Lounge 
ner Dave Isbell's liquor license may be the final offense 
• In February 1989, Panthers served a three-day suspen-
sion as a result of a 1986 accusation for selling liquor on a 
Sunday. According to S. John Muller, attorney for Panthers, 
the employees were not selling liquor, but were having a 
Super Bowl celebration party. 
• In April, Panthers, along with nine other Charleston bars, 
was suspended for one week for violating the city ordinance 
prohibiting the serving of alcohol to minors. aced by the tavern, but it hasn't been the first penalty 
posed over the years by the city of Charleston. 
The Daily Eastern News files indicate: 
• In November 1984, Panthers was suspended by the city 
r two weeks after violating a parking code violation, which 
lls for a parking space for every two seats in the building. 
• In February 1986, Panthers, along with six other 
• In August of that year, Panthers owner Dave Isbell, 
along with Thirsty's Tavern owner Jim Sears, had their 
liquor licenses suspended for two weeks on charges of serv-
ing alcohol to.two minors. 
The suspensions were handed down as a result of a 
Charleston Police-conducted "sting" operation, in which a 
plainclothed police officer and a 19-year-old police infor-
mant entered the bars, and the informant was served alcohol. 
In addition, 12 bartenders were fined $250 for serving the 
informant. 
ec .Center on target for fall completion 
Despite bouts of inclement 
a th er, collapsed cranes and 
en summer pickets, the new 
udent Recreation Center is for 
most part on target with its 
ojected fall 1991 completion 
te. 
Champaign architect Bob 
uber , who designed the rec 
nter, visited Eastern Thursday 
update members of the Rec-
ational Sports Board and the 
ently reconvened Recreation 
nter Planning committee on the 
ter" s progress. 
ruber said he believes con-
uction for the $6 million, 
0-square foot facility has 
n slightly behind schedule 
ause of inclement weather, 
gh not enough to affect the 
completion date. 
In fact, Eastern Physical Plant 
director Vic Robeson said the 
center should develop some sem-
blance of an actual building, or at 
least the skeleton of one, within 
the next two months. 
The center was approved 
through a student referendum last 
November that stipulated students 
would not begin paying for the 
facility until it opened. 
Brett Gerber, Eastern's Board 
of Governors representative, said 
a determination will be made in 
February as to whether the 1991 
fall semester students will have to 
pay an estimated $54 student fee 
increase to begin funding the cen-
ter. That decision will be based on 
the center' s progress at that time. 
Gruber coupled the center's 
progress report with the news that 
the equivalent of a sixth basket-
ball gymnasium will be added. 
"We made it a high priority to get 
the maximum amount of space," 
Gruber said. 
The additional gym was tenta-
tively penciled into the center's 
original plans, but Gruber 
explained the extra gym was con-
tingent upon the availability of 
funding. 
Keeping the building as simple 
as possible and eliminating a 
"planter" area helped make up the 
approximately $400,000 neces-
sary to include the gymnasi um, 
Gruber said. 
And even though nothing con-
crete has been determined. 
Robeson noted preliminary plans 
to fill the facility have begun. 
Robeson and Dean Carol Pyles of 
the College of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation , met 
last week to discuss what kinds of 
equipment will be placed in the 
circuit weight room and multi-
purpose rooms in the building. 
Those decisions will be made 
beginning in January, when 
Robeson said open bids would be 
taken for the equipment. 
"We want to determine what 
will please the people the most," 
Robeson said. "We don't want to 
end up with a whole bunch of 
equipment and no place to go 
with it." 
The members of the Rec-
reational Sports Board also will 
play a hand in determining the 
uses, policies and procedures of 
the building, which will offer six 
basketball courts, eight volleyball 
courts and 14 badminton courts. 
At least one member of that 
board had voiced concern that the 
Recreational Sports Board was 
•Continued 011 Page 2 
TIME TO 
FALL BACK 
Turn back your clock 
and catch an extra 
hour of sleep 
SUnday morning. 
lA Friday, October 26, 1990 The Dally Eastern News 
Steidinger vows future intensive investigations 
By TIM SHELLBERG 
Staff writer 
Charleston Police Chief Herb Steidinger 
said Thursday that future violations of city 
liquor ordinances will be handled with the 
same intensity as the Panthers investiga-
tion. 
"If the police have any information that 
(the bar owners) are allowing anyone under 
19 into your establishments. we 're going to 
investigate," Steidinger said. "As far as the 
Charleston Police Department is con-
cerned. we are going to use whatever oper-
ations are necessary to combat violations of 
the (offending) liquor license establish-
ment, be (the offense) underage entrance, 
illegal consumption or whatever." 
Although Steidinger said Charleston bar 
owners need not learn a lesson from the 
Panthers revocation, he feels the message 
"should be very clear to liquor license 
holders in this town that when the liquor 
commissioner voices a caution or concern 
to them, he means what he says." 
Steidinger said he approves of Mayor 
Wayne Lanman's revocation decision. 
Lanman also serves as Charleston's Liquor 
Commissioner. 
Steidinger added the Panthers raid was 
conducted "a short time" after Lanman 
met with Charleston bar owners in late 
August. 
"Mayor Lanman conducted a meeting on 
the morning of Aug. 29 with Charleston 
bar owners, and one of the things that (he) 
advised the bar owners was to watch out 
for underage patrons," Steidinger said. 
"On the early morning hours of (Aug. 
30), Eastern police officers notified us of 
two separate incidents. in which 18-year-
olds admitted they were allowed entrance 
into Panther Lounge." 
Although Steidinger said the raid was 
conducted based on those two incidents -
not intending to single the bar out as an 
example - Panthers owner Dave Isbell 
thinks otherwise. 
"How many (bar) raids have been con-
ducted in the city in the last year?" Isbell 
asked, adding he felt he had been singled-
o u t by the city. "That's kind of self· 
explanatory." 
Steidinger, however, could not predict 
the impression the Panthers revocation will 
have"tfn the future actions of the other bar 
owners and Eastern students. 
"As far as the future impact (of the revo-
cation). that remains to be seen." Steidinger 
said. 
Roe's feeling pinch from Panther Lounge hearing 
By MIKE CHAMBERS 
Staff writer 
One of Dave Isbell 's bars 
seems to be experiencing an iden-
tity crisis these days. 
In light of the recent publicity 
surrounding his hearing before 
Charleston Liquor Commissioner 
Wayne Lanman concerning the 
fate of the Panther Lounge. which 
Isbell owns, business at Roe's 
Tavern, which he also owns, has 
dropped off significantly. 
"People have booked parties 
and then canceled because they 
thought Roe's would be closed by 
that time.'' Isbell said. "And we're 
hurt on the day to day business. 
too." 
Because of Lanman· s decision 
to revoke his liquor license. Isbell 
maintained. people are under the 
impression that Roe's. 410 Sixth 
St., will close its doors Oct. 27, 
when Panther Lounge, 1421 
Lanman revokes 
Fourth St.. closes. 
Because of a previous violation 
on March 9. the Panther Lounge 
will close indefinitely. unless on 
appeal Lanman's decision is over-
turned. But since no violation 
occurred at Roc·s. it will remain 
open until Isbell's case is settled 
on the appellate level. 
And the appellate road looks to 
be a long one. 
Isbell said if Lanman 's deci-
sion is upheld by the Illinois 
Liquor Control Commission. then 
he could go to the Administrative 
Board of Review. If he cannot 
overturn the decision there. he 
can go to the circuit courts. ~f the 
courts do not find in his favor, he 
can go to the appellate courts. 
then the state court of appeals and 
then to the state Supreme Court. 
If Isbell exhausts all of his 
appe-al options without a reversal 
of the city's decision, then his 
liquor license officially will be 
revoked. empowering the cit~ 
attorney to pursue Isbell as the 
owner of Roe's . That bar coul 
then be closed if Bower can prov 
that Isbell - without a liquo 
license - owns and operates Roe' 
But Isbell believes he hast 
appeal process on his side. 
"You know how the appeals 
process works.'' Isbell said. "Yo 
children will be old enough t 
come in here by the time th 
appeals have run out." 
Rec Center 
•From Page 1 
suming a beer. All 68 people later plead-
ed guilty in circuit court and collective 
fines exceeded $6,000. 
Three employees of the Panther 
Lounge were charged with allowing 
minors to frequent a drinking establish-
ment and could be charged with the maxi-
mum fine of $500 each. Their case goes 
before the Coles County Circuit Court on 
Nov. 19. 
deck before police surrounded the estab-
lishment. 
Muller also said the ordinance outlin-
ing ··licensed premise" does not include 
the deck. since liquor was not served on 
the deck. 
However. under the Illinois Revised 
Statutes. after a second violation in less 
than 12 months. revocation of the license 
takes affect until a reversal has been 
handed down from the state commission. 
•From Page 1 
being left in the dark as far as many 
the center's decisions were concerne 
Thursday's meeting was held to upda 
specifically that board and anyone el 
interested. 
Police Chief Herb Steidinger testified 
before Lanman Oct. 16 that his depart-
ment received information the night 
before the raid that employees at Panthers 
were admitting underage people into the 
bar. 
During the hearing, Muller contended, 
a number of people were outside on the 
deck when the raid occurred and that, 
during the hearing, Bower failed to prove 
the people arrested were inside or on the 
"Control of the deck is not an issue in 
this matter since there is no evidence that 
any of the 64 individuals (arrested and 
then questioned in the hearing) en!ered 
the premise from the deck ... They 
entered the licensed premise at the main 
entrance." Bower said in his closing argu-
ment. 
Bower said the appeals could take from 
a year and a half to two years to com-
plete. 
"This is the first step in a long process 
for us," he said. 
Normally under the law, the Panther 
Lounge would remain open pending a 
decision from the state. 
Previously. lsbetrs license had been 
suspended for two weeks after pleading 
no contest to charges levied after a March 
9 "sting" operation that found the Panther 
Lounge and Hootr's. 1415 Fourth St., 
(which Isbell owned at the time) in viola-
tion of underage drinking laws. This raid 
also found violations in 10 other bars in 
Charleston. 
After the decision was made Lanman 
referred all comments on the case to 
Charleston City Attorney Brian Bower. 
Bower said Lanman's decision to 
revoke Isbell' s liquor license took into 
consideration the March 9 violation, as 
well as the Aug 31 violations. 
In addition to the members oft 
sports board, Gerber said the Recreati 
Center Planning committee also may 
part in post-construction decisions. 
That board, made up of Gerber and 
rest of the student government executi 
officers, Pyles, ~obeson and Dav' 
Outler, Eastern's director of Recreatio 
Sports, assisted with original planni 
decisions for the center. 
Gerber said several members ha 
since graduated, so the board only rece 
ly reconvened to discuss interior ma 
for the center, such as the color sche 
Gerber said the colors tentatively are sl 
ed as hues of yellow, beige and gr 
although that could change. 
IT 1S BEGINNING TO LOOK A .LOT LIKE CHRISTMAS ••• 
WATCH FOR THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS GIFT· GIVING GUIDE Nov. 12. 
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8 p.m.-1 a.m. 
Little Caesars® 
Two Great Pizzas! One low Price, Always Always. 
r- • VALUAB~E COUPON • - , 
I TWO LARGE PIZZAS I 
: "FAMILY : 
: CHOICE" : 
I I I One for you ... with up to 1 O toppings I 
I One for the kids ... with up to 2 toppings I 
: $13~~~ : 
I YOUR CHOtCE: • One of each· Pan!Pan! • Pizza!Pizza! I 
I ~~~~~~~r~~~~~~:~t.·t~~~~sg~~~~e~~~,~~,d~~een I 
I ,:u:~~~~~i~~Ys!~~a~~~o~ ~:~~i~~i~~~t~~e~~:s'a~s. I I Expires: 1112/90 I 
I CHAR.: 345.4743 EFF.:. 347-0491 I 
I MATT .. 234-7431 ROB .. 544-7200 I 
l~~~~I 
L.- - VALUABLE COUPON • - ,.J 




1116 oz. Pop 






Two adorable l;ttle individual-sized 
Cheese & Pepperoni pan pizzas for 
one low price. Valid only at 
participat' ng Little Caesar's 
Expires: 11/2/90 
:@HJ.l!b~---------: 
L.-. VALUABLE COUPON • -
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A masterpiece 
WILL-TV to broadcast Warfield documentary 
By LAURA DURNELL 
Features editor 
When love and skill work 
together, e,\pect a maste1piece. 
Those words by Ruskin are 
used to describe a man some may 
recognize as Porgy, the hero in the 
George Gershwin musical Porgy 
and Bess. 
To others he can look like Joe, 
singing "01' Man River" in the 
MGM musical Show Boat. And 
ncle Bill is the moniker his stu-
nts use. 
But no matter what character he 
ays or what name he takes, he's 
·11 William Warfield. 
And Warfield, Eastern' s 
isiting Professor for Cultural 
iversity, is featured Friday in a 
-minute documentary titled A 
ortrait of William Warfield. at 8 
.m. on WILL-TV/Channel 12. 
The documentary chronicles 
any stages in Warfield's life, 
ging from piano lessons at age 
'ne, appearances in film and tele-
. ion, and his 12 years as profes-
of music and chair of the vocal 
partment at .the University of 
inois before retiring last May. 
He added he was very flattered 
when the producers approached 
him with the idea. 
WILL-TV staff members 
Delores Mundell and Henry M. 
Radcliffe ill produced the special, 
which is narrated by Pamela 
Marshall, a television news 
reporter and anchor for KWQC-
TV in Davenport, Iowa. 
Both Mundell and Radcliffe 
trailed Warfield's many trips 
around the country for the next 
year, including visits to Ann 
Arbor, Mich. and Chicago. 
"He is probably the most 
accommodating, kindest person to 
do a documentary on," Mundell 
said. "It was a pleasure hanging 
out with him for a year." 
"They (Mundell and Radcliffe) 
even gave up their own Christmas 
last year to spend it with him," 
Conrad-Katz said. "They filmed 
him celebrating Christmas with 
his family." 
Mundell said when she was first 
working on the documentary, she 
wasn't aware how close Warfield 
was to some of this century's 
major composers such as Aaron 
Cope-land. 
only a friend of Warfield, but is 
the former Minister of Music for 
the Mon-umental Baptist Church 
of Chicago. 
"Copeland wrote them so beau-
tifully and he (Warfield) sang 
them so beautifully," Love added. 
For the past 20 years Warfield 
has traveled to Chicago to perform 
Handel's Messiah with Love at 
the Music Monumental Baptist 
Church. 
Warfield has also met many 
people in his life ranging from the 
stars of Hollywood, such as 
William Marshall, Ava Gardner 
and Bob Fosse, to friends, col-
legues and former students. 
And amidst all of the settings in 
Warfield's life, Eastern is not 
ignored. 
Among the scenes Eastern is 
featured during Warfield's Sept. 
10 faculty recital and his series of 
master classes with vocal students. 
Warfield began his professional 
music career with a lead in the 
national touring company of the 




Even scenes of cooking at 
me are included in the docu-
ntary. 
"I thought it was nicely done," 
arfield said. "When I saw it I 
In 1984, Warfield received a 
Grammy award for his narration 
of Copeland's A Lincoln Portrait. 
"I remember when he did the 
Copeland songs, we almost lost 
our minds," recalls Hortense Love 
in the documentary. Love is not 
He made his New York City 
Town Hall debut in March of 
1950 and went on to work in the 
media with film roles, recordings . 
and a TV appearance in the NBC-
TV Hallmark Hall of Fame pro-
duction of Green Pastures, where 
Waffleld played De Lawd. 
clip of Green Pastures in the doc-
umentary, because when it was 
televised it was live. We tracked it 
down and were able to include it," 
Mundell said. 
said about seeing the special 
again. 
Among one of his other numer-
ous accomplishments is the 
William Warfield Fund for Vocal 
Study established at the U of I 
School of Music. 
as very tickled with what the 
"He was surprised to see the 
"It was very nice, and I got a 
real nostalgic feeling," Warfield 
Western lacrosse club 
linked to hazing death 
MACOMB (AP) - Western Illinois 
University's lacrosse club has been indefi-
nitely suspended for its role in a freshman ' s 
alcohol-related death. 
Joe Sylvester, director of the university's 
Office of Public Safety, said 18 students 
will be charged with violations of universi-
ty policy. The charges result from a hazing 
incident that led to the death of Nicholas 
Haben, 18, of Oswego. 
Sylvester said eight first-year players 
were encouraged to drink an alcoholic con-
coction called "rookie juice" after practice 
Oct. 17. 
The drink contained beer, schnapps, cof-
fee, tuna fish, eggs and hot dogs, among 
other items, he said. 
The eight rookies then were told to return 
that night to the intramural field on the 
campus' north end where the lacrosse team 
plays. 
Sylvester said the hazing included a 
number of relay stations which involved 
physical activity and the drinking of "hard 
liquor." Haben was carried to his dorm 
room and left there by lacrosse-team mem-
bers who proceeded with their hazing else-
where. 
Haben was found dead in his dormitory 
room the next morning. 
McDonough County Coroner Larry 
Jameson said he believes the alcohol hin-
dered Haben's breathing, causing his death . 
Ralph Wagoner, the university's presi-
dent, vowed to crack down on hazing and 
student drinking after Haben's death. 
"It will not be tolerated at this institu-
tion," Wagoner said. 
_ Public information officer Debra Miller 
said a total of 20 people are believed to 
have been involved in the hazing. But the 
extent of individual involvement has not 
been determined. 
McDonough County State's Attorney 
Bill Poncin is looking into the drinking 
death to determine if any criminal charges 
should be filed. 
Haben 's roommate, Eric Abts, said 
Haben left the dorm room on Oct. 17 to . 
join the club. Abts said Haben was worried 
about being forced to drink alcoholic bever-
ages during the initiation. 
Gus' bus ready for weekend student transport 
RYAN CUNNINGHAM 
"Hop on the Bus, Gus" is the slogan for 
the new shuttle program that will start 
transporting students free of charge to and 
from bars Friday and Saturday in an effort 
to stop drinking and driving among Eastern 
students. 
Eastern' s Interfraterility Council, 
Student Government and BACCHUS have 
organized a shuttle bus route that will start 
shuttling students on Ninth Street in front 
f Carman Hall, Friday at 9:30 p.m. 
Brett Gerber, the Board of Governors 
representative, said that "Gus," the yellow 
Mayflower bus that will shuttle students, is 
tentatively scheduled to stop at the follow-
ing locations: 
• under the walkway of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union at approximately 
9:35 p.m. 
• My Place Lounge, 727 Seventh St., at 
approximately 9:40 p.m. 
• Thirsty's, 508 Monroe St., at approxi-
mately 9:45 p.m. 
•Mother's, 508 Monroe St., and Roes, 410 
Sixth St., at approximately 9:50 p.m. 
•Friends and Co., 509 Van Buren Ave., at 
approximately 9:55 p.m. 
• On South Fourth Street for Stix, 1412 
Fourth St., Ike's, 407 Lincoln Ave. and 
E.L. Krackers, 1405 Fourth St., at approxi-
mately 10:00 p.m. 
• In front of Marty's, 1666 Fourth St., at 
approximately l 0:05 p.m. 
· • On South Fourth Street in front of the 
South Quad residence halls at approximate-
ly 10: IO p.m. 
"Gus" will head back to Carman Hall 
and run in a continuous circle until 1 :30 
a.m. both Friday and Saturday nights. 
The Interfraternity Council initiated the 
shuttle bus system. "This is something 
we've always wanted to do," said Robin 
Lyons, Interfraternity Council president. 
"Lately, ·the greek community has had 
some bad press. We don't get the recogni-
tion we deserve for most of the activities it 
does, and I think we will (get recognized) 
for this." 
"We want to show the city and residents 
that students, in particular the greek com-
munity, is taking a responsible stand on 
drinking," added Gerber. 
Someone from one of the three groups 
will be on the bus at all times to make sure 
students get on and off the bus safely. "We 
are not expecting any problems," Gerber 
said. "The police do know where and when 
the bus will stop, so they should keep an 
eye on things." 
Charleston Mayor Wayne Lanman sai~ 
the shuttle bus was a very positive idea. "I 
hope it works," said Lanman. 'Tm inclined 
to think it will. The only problem I see is 
when the bars close, not all the people can 
fit on the buses to go back home." 
o:~; Eastern News 
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Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
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Walker. probe 
needs to stay 
out in the open 
The upcoming investigation of allegedly 
unethical hiring practices in areas under Verna 
Armstrong, vice president for administration 
and finance, is a positive step for this university. 
The decision to undertake an independent, 
Board of Governors investigation - a move 
made by Eastern President Stan Rives this week 
- was a solid one and it deserves praise. 
It also answered some Editorial . burning questions for 
many on campus - setting 
even minds in Old Main to ease. The move tells 
us a lot about Rives, who had the foresight and 
courage to call in the Board of Governors. It 
tells us that he wasn't afraid to, if we may 
borrow from Spike Lee, "do the right thing." 
However, it also tells the university 
community and the state's taxpayers that the 
current cloud hanging over Old Main is not 
simply an apparition dreamed up by some 
disgruntled faculty members or an overzealous 
student newspaper. 
In the least, the cloud represents a very 
serious appearance of impropriety. Whether 
appearance and reality end up being one in the 
same remains to be seen. But the president's 
decision this week is sure to help remove that 
doud - one way or another. 
And yet, it is important that the announce-
ment of the investigation itself not be viewed as 
an end in itself. The investigation must truly be 
"independent" and thorough to remove the 
cloud. It must also be monitored, before, 
during and after the process is completed. 
Public access to Information must not be 
limited or removed simply because "the B(Xj Is 
handling It." 
In short, it is more important now than ever 
for those in the university to remain vigilant In 
their pursuit of the truth. Faculty Senate 
members must continue their Inquiry. Those 
with pertinent information must continue 
coming forward. And this paper and others in 
the area must continue coverage of all pertinent 
developments. 
We laud your decision President Rives, but 
the university community must realize that the 
issue is far from over because of it. 
TODAY'S 
'' 
I never did give anybody hell. 
I just told the truth and they 
Quon thought it was hell. 
Hany S. Truman 
Eastern represents nation's schools 
Guess what folks? We're stars; 
we made the big time - NATION-
WIDE TV. 
Why did we make it, you ask? 
We made it big because of the 
problem Charleston has with 
alcohol. 
Even though some students 
think the problem with alcohol 
and Olalteston Is that stores stop 
In all, the segment painted a pretty dim picture of the 
situation here and probably tainted our public image. 
There was also a bit in the piece about the now 
defunct fraternity. Sigma Tau Gamma, and how they 
were disbanded because they allegedly made a pledge 
drink a fifth of Jim Beam, after he already had nine beers, 
during an initiation party. 
selllng It too early on Sunday. Bob 
Seriously now, there must be a 
A similar incident recently occurred at Western llllnois 
University Involving the lacrosse dub, and the dub has 
been lndeflnltely suspended because of similar hazing 
practices. 
This time though, the pledge, or "rookie," didn't just 
pass out and have to be carried to his room - he died. problem If our school was chosen McKee 
to appear on "CBS This Morning." ------• 
The five-minute segment appeared on the show last 
Thursday and it addressed the "single biggest problem" 
college campuses across the nation are having, and it 
showed how Eastern's chapter of BACCHUS {Boost 
Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of 
University Students) is trying to combat it. 
A roommate found Freshman Nick Haben, 18, from 
Oswego, in his bed dead after lacrosse teammates had 
dropped him off that night from coming back from a 
lacrosse team initiation. 
Since last week was Alcohol Awareness Week, 
BACCHUS held many functions to educate students 
about the dangers of alcohol and tried to show them an 
alternative to drinking alcoholic beverages. 
It was reported that Nick, along with eight other first-
year players, were forced to drink a concoction - "rookie 
juice" - that contained beer, tuna fish, coffee and other 
ingredients after the team's practice. 
McDonough County Coroner Larry Jameson said the 
alcohol in Nick's system hindered his breathing. causing 
him to stop breathing in his sleep. 
During the segment, the reporter conducted 
interviews with BACCHUS members about the group's 
intentions and goals. 
From this, 18 students from the team are being 
charged with violating university policies and the State' 
Attorney is looking into the possibility of criminal charg 
being imposed. The segment then showed scenes of BACCHUS 
members handing out non-alcoholic beer to passing 
students, asking them if they wanted to try some and 
saying that it didn't taste that different. 
I honestly think none of those guys tried to hurt Ni 
let alone kill him. But like many things in life, it ju 
happened. 
But one of the students responded to the member and 
said, "I don't drink alcohol for the taste of it," showing a 
feeling that many students share. 
It's always a shame when somebody dies, especial 
when it's from something as foolish as this. 
I just hope something similar doesn't happen here. 
As the segment continued, scenes of students drinking 
and having a good time were shown. induding one shot 
in front of Ike's Tavern. 
- Bob McKee is dty editor and a regular columnist 
The Daily Eastern News. 
Your Turn · 
Malcolm X strived 
for a better world 
Dear editor: 
Many young adults of this era are 
asking themselves, who was Mal-
colm X? Malcolm was a man among 
men. Many believed that he lived 
alone in a world which was very 
cold. He was definitely. without a 
doubt, one of the greatest orators of 
our time. He spoke out for black 
people and confronted his oppres-
sors not withholding his knowledge 
of our people. He spoke with great 
essence and pride letting nothing or 
no one get In his way. He was not 
scared to voice his realistic views. 
Malcolm spoke for African-American 
equality as well as for world de-
mocracy. 
His teachings have caused many 
people to be misled because they 
felt his views were guided toward 
the decline of white power in the 
United States. 
if you were to read up on Mal-
colm X, you would find out for 
yourself that he was truly for ail 
people. He simply spoke the truth. 
Malcolm was the head of the African 
Islamic Mission which was formed to 
unite African Americans with Afri-
our people. 
Malcolm wanted blacks to be 
proud of whom they were. The only 
way this could come about would be 
for teachers to start teaching black 
children about their great ancestors, 
so that they would have something 
to be proud of. He wanted blacks not 
only to accept their African features, 
but to be proud of them. 
I don't know about anyone else 
but after reading his autobiography 
and going to several Malcolm X 
seminars. I have no doubts In my 
mind that he was one of the greatest 
men to ever walk on earth. 
As-the protege for many youths of 
today he once said, "I'm the man 
you think you are ... if you want to 
know what I'll do, figure out what 
you'll do. i'ii do the same thing, only 
more ofit." 
Men And Ladies of all races Can 
Only Love Malcolm X 
May peace be with you and your 
loved ones. 
Tyrone 3X Gray 
Bike riders should 
get better treatment 
Dear editor: 
Dear fellow students and other life 
cans in order to form unity among activists who care about doing their 
part for our crumbling ecosystem, 
would like to inform you that 
authorities of this ever so ignor. 
town of Char1eston will not pe 
the ozone safe practice of blcy 
riding on Fourth Street. We wish 
express our disapproval of thl 
absurd way of thinking. 
Why. we ask ourselves, should 
board our iron horses and emit 
fumes while mindlessly causl 
bodily harm to others as we travel 
our destination? Or should we 
arrest for pedaling. an envlro 
mentally sound way of travel? 
by pedaling. we mean speeds 
approximately 20 mph. with on 
our individual welfare at stake. 
We are very confused at the 
that people in this world woul 
restrict a positive way of travelll 
while allowing drunk drivers to sl 
right through their hands. Ail th 
while they pull over a cautio 
bicyclist and ticket him for "riding 
the wrong street." 
As environmentalists and purs 
of rightful thinking, we hope this 
struck you as odd. And next ti 
you see a bicyclist, thank him 
trying to make a difference. We' 
not lawbreakers. 
The Dally Eastern News 
omin' down 
Friday, October 26, 1990 SA " 
G.ood business 
CAA approves Lumpkin proposals 
By STUART TART 
Staff writer 
The Council on Academic 
Affairs got down to business at its 
regular meeting Thursday. 
The CAA approved a proposal 
for a sophomore internship for 
pre-business majors and a propos-
al from the Lumpkin College of 
Business to revise two of its 
majors as part of a normal r~­
evaluation process. 
Revisions to the management 
and marketing major and the 
computer and operations manage-
ment major included course title 
changes, revisions in catalog 
wording and some substitutions 
of one course for another within 
the majors. 
Ted Ivarie, dean of the college, 
said the emergence of three new 
department chairs in the four 
business departments contributed 
to an emphasis on revamping of 
the programs. 
"We have been evaluating our 
curriculum carefully and _vigor-
ously since the summer," Ivarie 
told the council. 
Scott Preston, coordinator of 
the business college's internship 
program, proposed a sophomore 
pre-business internship program 
to the council because it would 
open these students up to an 
"exploration of career opportuni-
ties." 
Obstacles to passage of the 
internship developed as council 
members asked what purpose the 
sophomore internship would 
serve. 
CAA member John Haley 
summed up council concerns 
about the proposal when he 
asked, "What will a pre-business 
major know? What will they carry 
to the company?" 
And council member Tim 
Shonk said, "I agree work experi-
ence is good, but giving academic 
credit for work experience is a lit-
tle extreme." 
But after Preston explained 
h.ow the program would follow 
guidelines similar to other Eastern 
internship programs, council 
members were more willing to 
accept the pr9posal. 
Preston said the internship pro-
gram would include a learning 
agreement signed bot~ by the 
student and the employer to 
assure the student would gain 
some benefit from the internship, 
and the student would provide an 
evaluation of the experience after 
the internship. 
At its next regular meeting 
Tuesday, the council will contin-
ue discussion of the "human 
behavior, social interaction and 
well-being" segment of the gener-
al education program. 
CAA chair Larry Bates has 
suggested the council form at 
least one sub-committee at 
Tuesday's meeting to form rec-
ommendations on how courses 
should be structured in the seg-
ment, and what and how many 
courses should be accepted. 
The CAA will meet in the 1895 
Room of the Mattin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. 
Senate petitions· available 
By RUDY NOWAK . 
Student government editor 
Petitions are available for stu-
dents to run for office in the Nov. 
14 student government elections. 
Although petitions were initial-
ly · supposed to be available 
Wednesday, students can now 
obtain the"m in Room io l of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
was sick. 
There will be six at-large seats 
available for the fall elecfion, in 
addition to five residence hall 
seats and four off-campus seats. 
·At-large seats are open to stu-
dents who live either on or off 
campus, while residence hall seats 
are solely for on-campus students 
and off-campus seats for off-cam-
pus students. 
and ballot picking for placement 
on the ballot will be Thursday in 
the Shelbyville Room of the 
Union. 
Each petitioner must submit 25 
signatures of students who live in 
their district - either at-large, on-
campus or off-campus. 
OTC Ranger Mitch Forrest repels off O'Brien Stadium Thursday 
ernoon as part of his company's lab exercise. 
The petitions were late because 
the secretary who reviews them 
Student Senate Speaker Kristy 
Koch said the deadline for turning 
in petitions is 4 p.m. Wednesday 
In addition, a candidates forum 
has been scheduled for Tuesday, 
Nov. 6 in the Coleman Lecture 
Hall. There, each candidates will 
speak about his or her own views 
on issues. 
edication ceremony scheduled for Lumpkin Hall 
The Nov. I completion date for Lumpkin Hall won't be 
et due to setbacks in construction, but a Nov. 27 invita-
'on-only dedication ceremony will mark the building's 
Classrooms in the facility are expected to open at the 
beginning of the spring semester and departments within 
the College of Business will move from Blair Hall into 
Lumpkin throughout the month of December. 
"On December 7, management and marketing, the business 
development center, the offices of undergraduate and gradu-
ate studies, along with the dean offices will be part of the first 
phase moving into Lumpkin," said Ted Ivarie, dean of the 
college of business. "Afterward, on December 14, the depart-
ments of accounting and finance, business education and the 
administration information systems will be moved." 
official opening. 
"The scheduled date will slip a few days, but not by 
any," said Vic Robeson, director of Eastern's physical 
ant. "The top two floors will be completed at the begin-
'ng of the month, while the bottom floors will be com-
leted thereafter." The department of anthropology and sociology, the 
Late next month, Eastern will institute a 
ew telephone dialing procedure on campus. 
While the present dialing code for the cam-
us operator is 9, the new procedure will 
hange to 0. And though the present code for 
ialing outside of the university into 
arleston or Ashmore is 4, the new number 
ill become 9. Likewise, the new dialing 
ocedure for reaching a long-distance opera-
r will change from 0 to 9 plus 0. 
The dialing change, to be enacted Nov. 26, 
was requested by Bellcore and the Illinois 
Telephone System to eliminate confusion 
caused by the 911 emergency system. 
Because Coles County does not possess 
the 911 emergency system. people accus-
tomed to the system may try to dial it and 
not realize it doesn't exist. said David 
Henard, associate vice president of com-
puters and telecommunications at Eastern. 
He added with the new system, people 
trying to _dial 911 will be connected with a 
recording, informing them that the service 
does not exist in Coles County and to call 
the local police or fire department. 
The 911 emergency system has never 
been used in Coles County. Henard said. 
The system is more common in larger 
metropolitan areas such as Chicagoland, 
where about 60 percent of Eastern's stu-
dents reside. 
And even though Eastern has been using 
its current system for more than 20 years, 
Henard anticipates few problems with the 
change. 
··There will be some difficulty," Henard 
said, "'But our big concern is getting people 
prepared for the adjustment." 
Signs will be posted in the residence 
halls and campus offices to avoid confu-
sion. 
According to Henard, all the program-
ming work for the new system is being per-
formed at the cost of Belle ore and . the 
Illinois Telephone System, not Eastern. 
offices of minority affairs, academic assistance center and 
academic development will occupy the space in Blair that 
was formerly occupied by the College of Business. 
In addition, departments from the College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences will move into the space the department 
of management and marketing currently occupies in 
Coleman Hall. 
"The dedication ceremony will be Nov. 27 at 11 a.m. by 
invitation only," Ivarie added. "Some of the people sched-
uled to speak at the ·ceremony are (Eastern) President 
(Stan) Rives, Gov. James Thompson, Richard Lumpkin 
and a student representative." 
6A Friday, October 26, 1990 The .DaJly Eutern News 
RHA ·readies si-Xth ;8.nnual haUntea house 
By ANN GILL 
Staff writer 
As All Hallow's Eve approach-
es, Charleston residents and 
Eastern students have the opportu-
nity to be thrilled and chilled by the 
Residence Hall Association's sixth 
annual haunted house. 
This year's theme, "EIU Skel-
eton Crew Will Bring out the 
Stephen King in You," promises to 
be a good one, said Darcey 
Royster, haunted house chair. 
"Haunted House is a lot of fun," 
Royster said. "Stephen King is 
popular and should draw a lot of 
people." 
The haunted house, to be held in 
Thomas Hall, will include seven 
rooms with themes from King's 
books. 
Royster added it is being run by 
RHA members and volunteers 
from the individual residence halls. 
Admittance to the haunted house 
is $I per person and is scheduled 
between 7:30 and 10 p.m. Tuesday 
and Wednesday. All profits will be 
donated to the United Way. 
In other business Thursday, 
RHA finalized plans for a trip to 
the University of Wisconsin at La 
Crosse. 
Nineteen members of Eastem's 
RHA will attend the Great Lakes 
Affiliate of College and Univ-ersi-
ty Residence Halls conference at 
the university, which begins 
Friday. 
The three-day session is geared 
toward building leadership skills, 
said Jody Stone, RHA national 
communications coordinator. 
Prosecutors urge one-year sentence for Barry 
WASHINGTON (AP) - "He is sorry only that he got 
Federal prosecutors, saying that caught." 
Marion Barry is sorry "only that Barry was convicted Aug. 10 
he got caught," urged Thursday on one count of cocaine posses-
that the city's mayor be given the sion and acquitted of another. The 
maximum sentence of one year in jury was unable to reach a verdict 
prison and be fined $100,000 for on the remaining 12 counts, 
his misdemeanor cocaine convic- including three perjury charges. 
tion. At a hearing last week, Barry's 
U.S. District Judge Thomas attorney, Kenneth Mundy, object-
Penfield Jackson is scheduled to ed to a finding in the probation 
sentence Barry on Friday. officer's report that the mayor 
In a memo, U.S. Attorney Jay was not sorry for his actions. 
Stephens said Barry has shown a Stephens decided not to retry 
"flagrant disregard for the law the 54-year-old mayor, and 
and seriously impugned the Mundy said Barry had decided 
integrity" of his office. not to seek a new trial on the one 
"In short, the defendant is not conviction. 
genuinely remorseful about his In the government's sentencing 
criminality," the document said. memo, Stephens charged Barry 
had a "brazen disregard for the 
law" which "conveyed a particu-
larly devastating message to a 
number of people." According to 
the prosecutor, Barry's conduct 
was "disheartening" to law 
enforcement officers who were 
struggling to bring drug-driven 
crime in the district under control. 
Barry also undermined the 
nation's efforts to work with for-
eign countries to stop the flow of 
illegal drugs, Stephens main-
tained. 
"How are we to explain to 
these officials that our efforts to 
reduce the near-insatiable demand 
for drugs in this country is earnest 
and is not empty rhetoric when an 
elected official who publicly 
urges all to 'just say no' in reality 
was adding to the demand for ille-
gal drugs?" the prosecutor wrote. 
He also said Barry's actions 
had a "devastating effect" on 
efforts to convince young people 
that "their future as well as ours 
rests with their ·rejection of 
drugs." 
The memo says that Barry, in 
his pre-sentencing interview witli 
a probation officer, admitted t 
"two dozen unspecified cocai 
possessions." 
Barry's third, four-year term 
mayor expires in January. 
He is an independent candi 
in the November general electi 
for one of two at-large city co 
cil positions. 
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Terre Haute Charleston 
TERRE HAUTE MATTQON 
234-8555 ® 235-7104 870 Springhill 
TERRE HAUTE QHAMPAIGN UOFI CHAMPAIGN 384-6400 398-6800 398-6900 234-4940 
60 N. Brown 1803 W. Kirby Urbana 1702 W. Bradley 
GREENCASTLE RANTOUL UOFI URBANA 384-6800 653-8433 893-4455 328-6800 
200 S. Vine 550 S. Century Champaign 1502 N. Cunningham 
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Wealthy Americans face income-tax increase 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Consumers 
would pay more for gasoline, cigarettes 
and beer under the deficit-reduction plan 
nearing completion in Congress. But the 
wealthiest Americans would face income-
tax increases averaging 6.3 percent as 
well. il 
The bill, whose provisions were still 
being negotiated and subject to change, 
would raise taxes by about $150 billion 
over the next five years. But for most 
people below $50,000 in income, the only 
increase would be in consumer taxes. 
The most striking difference between 
this bill and those of the last decade is the 
disproportionately larger burden the new 
plan would impose on those with higher 
incomes. The Joint Committee on 
Taxation estimated the share of federal 
taxes paid by people with incomes over 
$200,000 would rise from 15.4 percent to 
16.1 percent. 
As many as 4 million slightly less well-
to-do couples and individuals - including 
most members of Congress - could get a 
tax cut because the top rate on their earn-
ings, now 33 percent, would drop to 31 
percent. 
which are profits from investments. But it 
would prevent anyone from paying a cap-
ital-gains rate higher than 28 percent. 
The 600,000 richest taxpayers would 
see their top tax rate rise from 28 percent 
to 31 percent. Even those with incomes 
just slightly above the $100,000 mark 
could lose a portion of their itemized 
deductions and part of the tax savings 
arising from their personal exemptions. 
Those with incomes under $20,000 
would, on average, get a tax cut because 
of a higher earned-income credit, which 
helps poor working families with chil-
dren. 
The bill would raise the 9-cent-a-gallon 
gasoline tax and the 15-cent diesel tax by 
5 cents each. 
They also would get the bill's only tax 
break for capital gains. 
It is nothing like President Bush's pro-
posed deep cut in taxes on capital gains, 
Most with incomes between $20,000 
and $200,000 would face tax increases in 
the neighborhood of 2 percent although 
the bite on those betweeri $50,000 and 
$75,000 would be slightly less - 1.5 per-
cent. 
The tax on cigarettes, now 16 cents a 
pack, would rise to 20 cents on Jan. 1 and 
to 24 cents two years later. Taxes on 
snuff, cigars and other tobacco would go 
up by 25 percent in each of those years. 
Drug could help battle endometriosis 
CHICAGO (AP) - Monthly 
injections of a newly approved 
drug for treating endometriosis 
could help hundreds of thou-
sands of women with the fertili-
ty-threatening condition, doctors 
said Thursday. 
The drug, a prostate-cancer 
medicine called Lupron Depot, 
is already commonly prescribed 
for endometriosis, because doc-
tors know it works to reverse the 
malady and relieve its some-
times debilitating pain, gynecol-
ogists said. 
But the government had not 
approved its use for treating 
anything other than prostate can-
er, and insurance companies 
refused to cover its costs in 
treating endometriosis - $252 
per monthly injections, typically 
over a six-month period, doctors 
said. 
"It's a drug that's well tolerat-
ed. It's side effects are minimal, 
and it's an exciting development 
that we now have approval," An estimated 2 to 5 million 
said Dr. Gary A. Shangold, asso- women have endometriosis, 
ciate professor of obstetrics and which may be mild and symp-
gynecology at the University of tom free, but also may cause 
Chicago. severe menstrual cramps, pain 
He spoke at a news confer- _ during sexual intercourse, 
ence held by the manufacturer, painful urination or painful 
TAP Pharmaceuticals, which bowel movements. 
said it was notified Monday that Side effects of Lupron Depot 
the Food and Drug resemble those of menopause, 
Administration had approved including hot flashes, but are not 
Lupron Depot for treating permanent and may be relieved 
endometriosis. with other medication. 
The drug suppresses produc- "In essence what we 're doing 
tion of the female hormone is creating a temporary, medical-
estrogen, which controls the ly induced menopause, a 
growth of the tissue that lines reversible menopause, that, in 
the womb, called the endometri- turn, stops the stimulation of the 
um. endometriosis," said Dr. James 
Endometriosis occurs when Miller, medical director at TAP. 
that tissue migrates outside the The company is a joint ven-
womb, usually into the abdomen ture between Japanese pharma-
and pelvis, where it swells and ceutical company Takeda 
bleeds during menstruation. If it Chemical Industries and North 
develops in the ovaries or fallop- Chicago-based Abbott Labor-
ian tubes, it can cause blockage, atories. 
scarring and infertility. 
GREEK DAY 
at the football game 
EIU vs. Northern Iowa 
Israeli Minister urges 
global focus on Iraq 
JERUSLEUM (AP) - Foreign 
Minister David Levy on Thursday 
rejected the latest U.N. Security 
Council censure of Israel and 
urged the world to focus on 
enforcing U.N. demands that Iraq 
withdraw from Kuwait. 
Levy's comments came one day 
after the Security Council rebuked 
Israel for not cooperating with a 
U.N. investigation into the killing 
Oct. 8 of 19 Palestinians on 
Jerusalem's Temple Mount. 
Israeli soldiers, meanwhile, 
blocked the 1. 7 million 
Palestinians of the West Bank and 
Gaza Strip from entering Israel for 
a second day Thursday in an effort 
to stem Arab-Jewish violence. 
Defense Minister Moshe Arens 
ordered the ban on Palestinians 
entering after five people were 
killed and 11 wounded this week 
in several revenge attacks by 
Arabs and Jews that date to the 
Temple Mount deaths. 
In the West Bank city of 
Nablus, the local branch of PLO_ 
chief Y asser Arafat's Fatah faction 
distributed a leaflet condemning 
attacks on Jews and saying that 
Jewish and Arab blood should not 
be spilled. 
"Blood is blood, with the same 
color, and there is no difference in 
religions," it said. The leaflet was 
apparently meant to counter calls 
from Moslem fundamentalist 
groups for attacks on Israelis. 
Levy made his comment in a 
talk with diplomats, including U.S. 
Ambassador William Brown. The 
session was private but a Levy 
aide later quoted and summarized 
his statements. 
Sat. at 1 :30 p.m. - O'Brien Stadium 
Prizes for hiKhest spirit and attendance 
1st - $10000 
' - --.J.. ~""'..:~2nd -$5000 
3rd-$2500 
TIE DYE PARTY! 
(Friday &.. Saturday) 
Show off your 
~Dead~Look'~ 
en JOY 
The band "PERFUNCTORY" 
Grateful Dead Tunes 
* t /2 price admission if you 1re wearing 
Grateful Dead Memorabilia 
$1 00 20 oz Drafts, Jello Shots and Sweet Tarts 
Halloween Costume Party ( t 0/3 t) 
Cash Prizes ,T-shirts, Hats &.. Drink Specials 
Stop by the Circulation Desk Jn the Library and wish 
llelen a ·nappy Birthday! 
<> 
WHAT'S COOKIN' NOW?. • • 
Weekend Specials, That's What! 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIALS 
• Shrimp Basket 
• Grilled Chicken Breast 
Dinner with Salad Bar 
WEEKEND BREAKFAST SPECIAL 
2 Eggs with Hash Browns & 
1 /2 Order of Biscuits & Gravy 
with Bacon or Sausage 
• We Serve Breakfast Saturday Until 11 :30 a.m. 
Sunday until 2:00 p.m. 
Restaurant & Catering 
7th & Madison 
1 block north of the square 
345-7427 
BF RI DAY 
OCT. 26, t 990 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsi ble for 
more than one days 
incorreCt insertion. Report 
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will 
appear in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
must meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed after 2 p.m. 
will be published in the 
following days newspaper. 
Ads cannot be canceled 
after the 2 p.m. deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising 
submitted to The Daily 
Eastern News is subject to 
approval and may be 
revised, rejected, or 
canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes 











LOST &. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
"MY SECRETARY" Resumes , 
papers . Next to Monical's, 903-
18th St. MWF, 1-4 p.m. ; T,Th , 9 









Mini storage rentals. $5 off per 
month with this ad. 348-7746. 
__________ 00 
Attention Students! Are you tired 
of getting towed away? Are you 
tired of tickets? Off-campus 
parking available at a monthly 
rate. Call 345-5022 between 8am 
& 6pm. 
----,~~-~-~-00 
CHARLESTON COPY-X 201 
Lincoln , 345-6313. RESUMES, 
resume packages , typing copies, 
typesetting , much more - LOW 
PRICES, large selection of paper. 
________ 9/20-00 
Residential Monitors needed 
nights and weekend. Position 
open now , more Dec. 14. 
Psychology major or related 
background preferred. Excellent 
experience for future resume. 
Reply to 235-6523 from 9am to 5 
pm 
_________ 10/31 
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! 
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT 




HELP WANTED: Spring Break 
Tour Company located in West 
Chicago has immediate openings 
for Account Representatives to 
manage and organize collegiate 
sales agents from around the 
country. Ideal for Dec. graduate. 
Call today for interview. 800-327-
6013 
ADOPTION: A wonderful life awaits 
your baby! Professional couple 
anxious for infant. For information 
call collect Mark/Kathy at 309-266-
6223 or our attorney Theresa at 
309-686-1089. 
__________ 11/2 
Are you the answer to our 
prayers? We are a young, happily 
married white couple who need 
your help to make our family 
complete. We are unable to have 
a baby and want to adopt. 
Confidential. Medical and legal 
expenses paid. If you would like 
to talk to us, please call Dixie and 
Scott collect at 212-724-9326 
_________ 11/2 
The (a N 
Daily stern ews 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: _______________ _ 
Address: ______________ ~ 
Phone: ______ Students 
Dates to run 0 Yes 0 No 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: ____________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days ______ .Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 
0 Cash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. t 4 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
Female roommate needed house 
S. 9th St., own room , $100 + 1/3 
utilities, call 348-1323. 
_________ 10/30 
Male Roommate (Non-Smoking) 
wanted - Available Now & Spring 
'91. $150/mo. $75 deposit ; one-
half utilities off-street parking. Call 
345-3191. 
2 bedroom furnished apartment, 
1 1 /2 bath , dishwasher. free 
laundry facilities . 1017 Woodlawn 
348-7746. 
-~~~--~---00 
Available Spring Semester 2 
bedroom furnished apartment. 
348-7746. 
__________ 12/7 
Female Subleasor for Spring 90. 
Close to campus. Own room pay 
1/7 utilities. Call Vicki 348-1108 
.,--~_,....,.--,,..-.,------1 0/30 
Available Spring semester, 1 
bedroom apt. 1 block from 
campus. 348-5338 
_________ 10/29 
For Rent - Spring 91 . 2 Bedroom 
Apt. Pinetree. 345-6573 
_________ 10/26 
2 bdrm House. Newly remodeled 
2 blks from campus. $225/mo. 
CALL NOW. 345-9498. 
__________ 11 /1 
Nonsmoking nondrinker to share 
apt. $125. Shower in basement. 1 
block from campus. No parking. 
348-8929. 
81 Honda 400cm Custom wind 
jammer dependable looks great 
$650 OBO 345-1164 Dave. 
__________ 12/7 
30 watt per channel receiver 
loader $150 and green Iguana 3 
ft long excellent health and tame 
$159 phone 348-0442 
________ 8/30-00 
RED BELLY PIRANHAS, LARGE 
AND SMALL, WITH OR 
WITHOUT TANKS $5 TO $75 
345-1164 MIKE. 
--~-~-~-~12/7 
1989 CAMERO RS T-TOPS 
Power locks A/C cassette V-8 
automatic w/overdrive 100,000 
warranty call 581-3231 AFTER 
10 P.M. OR 356-3229 $10,000 
neg. 
________ 9/10-00 
Curtis Mathis HI-Fl camera 
VCR 19 in stereo monitor all 
remote $4000 new take $800. 
348-5460. 
__________ 12/7 
Realistic Logic controlled AM-FM 
auto reverse car cassette $325 
new in box take $175. 348-5460. 
__________ 12/7 
Realistic Mach two speakers 
Marantz 130W EQAMP Sankyo 
cassette deck technics turntable 
$400. 348-5460. 
__________ 12/7 
Scooter 1987 Yamaha 80cc two 
seater, low Mileage, economical 
$900 O.B.O. Call Todd 581-5926 
_________ 12/7 
Dennon/JVC Stereo System 
$1500 and a Fisher 100 WATT 
Stereo System $1000. Call after 
4:00 p.m. 348-5350. 
_________ 12/7 
Braided rugs , oval and round , 
red , blue , green $5-$15. Almost 
new rollbar w/driving lamps for 
mini-truck $60. 345-2473 after 2 
p.m. 
~~~~~=--oc==-...,..12/7 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles 
from $100. Fords. Mercedes. 
Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. Your 
area. 1-805-687-6000 Ext. S-
9997 
_________ 11115 
Five piece beginner Drum Kit with 
cymbals and hardware. $300 
O.B.O. Call Andy at 348-0699 
~~~~~~~~1019-00 
LEATHER JACKET, black , XL , 
top brand , worth $400 new , 3 
years old. $250, call 348-8269 
__________ 12/7 
1979 Grand Prix $500 or best 
offer. Runs well. 235-7191 before 
5 p.m. 345-5749 after 5 p.m. 
12/7 
B~R~A~N=D-~N~E~W~-=G~IB~SON 
EPIPHONE LES Paul with Hard 
shell case. $350 OBO. 345-6248 
________ 10/16-00 
Personalized Miller Lite Genuine 
Draft Drivers shirts w/patches. 
Make great gifts! $25.00 
delivered. 235-1932 8 am-9 pm. 
__________ 12/7 
Black '79 Puch Moped for sale. 
Great condition, low mileage. 
$275/negotiable. Call Erin 581-
8057 
_________ 10/26 









Ribeye Sandwich, Chips, 
& Pepsi-Only $2 in 
Tailgate Area 
Band-"130 Express" 
Starts at Noon 
ACROSS 
1 Part of a 
hippocerf 
21 "'I--,' said 
the Cateriiillar": 
e1 "Leave all --
to the gods": 





11 Slight light 
18 River into the 
Mosel 
nNeatas--
11 Little's forte 
11Eye 
inflammation 
20 COVET IRIS 
23 The Bushes' 
Millie, e.g. 
24 Towel word 
25-- ... abeet 




35 N.F.L. thrills 
a RILE VAMP 
40 "Children --
People": E. Post 
41 Unbeatable 
opponents 




suburb on the 
Main Line 
41Villad'--
52 Ship's channel 
54HUGROTH 
58 Dugout 
59 A deadly sin 
eo Block of stamps 
Horace 
12 Kind of crow or 
babe 
83 Blockheads, in 
Brest 
14Arikaras 






1 Type of duck 
2 Got tree sap 
3Awn 
4 Director Saks 
s Smash inward 
8 Relative of a 
hippopotamus 
7 Homeric works 
a Flue 
9Therefore 




13 Before, to the 
Bard 





29 Editor's note 
30 Grampuses 
32 Flex 
N I d 'f/ 33 Big Daddy 
3 Y V . :. po~r~yer .. ,._ .. 
o v .L s· · · .3:1' .Ql~~"'."~a~ s . , 
· .. · eap .... · · · • • 
1984 Renault , low mileage. 
$2000/0BO. Call 348-5919 
_________ 10/26 
FOR SALE: 5 piece Pearl 
Export Series; black/yellow, 2 
zildjian cymbals & high-hats . 
$900. Call Linda at 345-8143 or 
345-6746. 
_________ 10/26 
Two Bedroom Apartment 
Available Spring Semester. 
$225/month includes water and 
garbage. Call 345-6468. 
~~~-------1217 
AFS Rummage sale 1st 
Presbyterian Church. 7th and 
Madison. Friday 26th 9-6 Sat. 
27th 9-NOON. 
~-~------10/26 
FOR SALE: Norviegian Elkhound 
puppies. Good all around dog. 
Wormed and shots. Phone 618-
423-2401 
_________ 10/31 
1988 Beretta loaded , like new. 
15,000 miles $7500. Call 348-
8781, 
_________ 10/26 
Harley Davidson Motorcycle 
Jacket. Like new my price $190 
080 call 348-8781 
---~----10/1-00 
1982 Red Subaru 2DR. 4 speed. 
$1 ,300. Call after 7:30 p.m. 345-
9160 
________ 10/2-00 
Lost brown wallet with l.D. 's. If 
found please call 345-2581 
_________ 10/30 
Quick cash. Highest prices for 
jewelry, gold , silver, anything of 
value. The Pawn Shop. 348-101t 
~~-,----------,-,..-~1217 
ROCS is now open for functions, 
parties , or group organizations 
with a new look, new owner, and 
new deals. Call Tim at 345-4097 
or Chris at 345-8616 for details. 
_________ t013t 
TOP OF ROCS IS BACK! NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR YOUR PRIVATE 
FUNCTIONS AND PARTIES. 
CONTACT TIM AT 345-4097 OR 
CHRIS AT 345-8616. 
________ 10/3t 
RUGBY: Sat. 1 pm EIU v. 
SCOTT P.T.F. 
~--~~~~~-10/26 
FORMAL DRESSES: sizes 7/8 
9/1 O new $70.00 Call Shannon 
345-6588 
_________ 10/29 
Saturday night at Marty's--
GOOD QUESTION--join us! 
_________ 10/26 
All Greeks: Remember Saturda 
Oct. 27th is "Greek Day at t 
Football Game." Don't forget 
Tailgate behind the Stadiu 
before the game. 
~~~-~~ ___ t0/26 
GOOD QUESTION at MARTY'• 
Saturday night! 
~~---...,,..,,-,-,.~_10/26 
Polish sausage $2.00 free fries; 
Giant Tenderloin $2.50 free frieS. 
Invite me to your house party. 
MAX'S MUNCHIES. 345-2620 
~.,----,-,.,....,..--.,-,-,-=--=-...,,.10/31 
Subleasor JAN.-AUG. Studio Apl. 
Furnished, good condition, incl. 
cable. 348-7946. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have a pledge meeting Sunday, Oct. 28 
8:00 p.m. in 103 Coleman. 
BOOTH LIBRARY is offering general library tours during the month 
October, 1990. Tours begin near the Public Catalog and last about 
minutes. Times: 6:00 pm Monday, 2:00 pm Tuesday, & 11 :00 
Wednesday. Anyone welcome. (Instructors: Please schedule cl 
tours through Reference Services 581-6072.) 
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION is having a Halloween Party at 
Lighthouse this Friday from 9:00 pm - 1 :00 am at the Wesl 
Foundation. Everyone wear a costume and bring ( 1) canned 
(peas, corn, etc.) as a cover charge. We'll be donating food to 
Charleston Food pantry. 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Praise and Wor 
Service Sunday, Oct. 28 at 10:30am at the Christian Campus H 
just South of Lawson Hall. Come early for doughnuts, milk, and ju' 
Call 345-6990 for rides or info. 
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY will have a "Pre-Halloween B 
tonight from 10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. at the University Union. Every 
invited to attend. Admission $1.50 w/out costume $1.00 with costume 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge one day only 
any event. All Clips should be submitted to the Daily Eastern 
office by noon one business day before date of event. Example: 
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday 
Sunday events.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT 
published. No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible 




37 Access for help 
38Axman 
31 Blue, black or 
mountain 
follower 




44 Free of 
48 Lizard in a T. 
· Williams title -
47 Lodestor:ie 
49 Mystery writer's 
award 
· so Inexorable 
51 Number of King 
Cole's fiddlers 
53 "--Foolish 










Answers to any three clues in this 
puzzle are available by touch-tone 
phone: 1-900-420-5656 (75¢ each 
minute). 
DELTA ZETAS: Get ready, FOR-
MAL is here. The Delta Zeta man 
18 ready to party. Let's have fun. 
Love, Brice. 
________ 10/26 
Kimberly Cheatle: You know what? 
appy 20th Birthday!! Thanks for 
being such a great friend and 
ioommate ... Love, Rachel. 
10126 , ~DE::':'l=TA~z=Er.=A:-::s=-:-=T::-han--:-ks--:-fo-r all the 
good times as your DZ man. You 
girls have made it more than 
orthwhile. You always know 
where to find me if you want a 
beer. Love, Brice. 
10/26 
"'1G""M'""'A~Kc-:A=P=PA=--w-ou-.,.ld-,-,,;iik-e--:-to con-
fatulate all the winners of Derby 
Days 1990! 
~LL 1990 COMMENCEMENT 
The Fall 1990 Commence-
nt ceremony will be held at 2 
.m., Sunday, December 9, in 
ntz Gymnasium. Rehearsal 
ill be at 2 p.m. on Friday, 
ecember 7 in Lantz Field-
se. 
Instruction packets (including 
and gown mail-order form) 
e mailed to graduate candi-
tes at their permanent 
dresses last week. Mail 
ers for regalia must reach 
llegiate Cap and Gown rep-
se n tat iv e on or before 
vember 19. Failure to order 
alia signifies that the gradu-
candidate does not plan to 
icipate. 
College/School marching 
er for the ceremony will be: 
raduate School, Adult and 
tinuing Education (BOG-BA 
ree), Business, Education, 
ine Arts, HPER, Liberal Arts 
Sciences, and Applied Sci-
s. 
Dr. Wayne Coleman of the 
Hege of Applied Sciences 
I be honored as Faculty Mar-
i. 
All faculty are urged to par-
cipate . Each graduate is 
ed to invite a faculty mem-
to participate. Department 
airs should verify that they 
ii be participating for their 
partment, or advise the 
me(s) of their representa-
(s). Faculty may rent regalia 
contacting the Commence-
ent Office (110 Old Main, 
1-5982) by November 19. 
Kerri Jo Arrol - Chapter enrich-
ments, alumni support and all the 
extras - You're terrific as Vice 
President. Love Alpha Sigs. 
~~~-~~~-10126 
JURGIE & MONEY - Thanks for 
all the help. You guys are my 
boys! BING BING BADINGA. 
BRAD. 
________ 10/26 
Rugby EIU v seen AFB and 
Macoupin Cty. Mercenaries. Sat. 
1 p.m. PTF. 
~~~~~~--,--~10/26 
The DELTA SIGS wish all sorori-
ties good luck with Derby Days. 
--,,-~~~---10/26 
Jeffrey Moll: Bust a move in the 
grand. It's only 40 laps!! I know 
you will do great. Love, Lee. 
________ 10/26 
DROP DEADLINE 
The deadline for dropping a 
class or withdrawing from the 
University is FRIDAY, NOVEM-
BER 2 at 4:30 P.M. The student 
will receive either a "WP" or a 
'"WF" at the discretion of the 
instructor of the class. 




If you are graduating or do 
not plan to be at least a half-
time student at EIU next 
semester, it is mandatory to 
complete an exit interview. Fail-
ure to do so will result in a 
COMPLETE HOLD being 
placed on your university 
record. 
Interviews will be held in Col-
lectipn Office, South side of Old 
Main, Cashier's entrance, on 
November 13 thru 15, 1990. 
YOU MUST SCHEDULE 
YOUR APPOINTMENT. This 
can be done by contacting the 





Students who plan to enroll 
in graduate school or who are 
currently enrolled but have not 
taken the required entrance 
exam should note the following 
test dates: 
alvin and Hobbes 
In ThE. ViiddLE <2G-E.s, 
Lords <tNct 'W;saLS 
INE<i il'l q FuTILE. 
systEM. 
To My Sigma Mommies: JEN-
NIFER & AUDREY, You guys are 
the greatest! Sigma Love, Your 
Kiddo. 
--~-----10/26 
Group Rummage Sale of The-
atrical Costumes, Furniture, 
Misc. Clothing and Props. Sun-
day, Oct. 28, from 3-5 p.m. only 
Rain or Shine! - What's Cookin' 
parking lot, 7th & Madison. 
10/26 
J~-=B~A=G-&-:-:D=-o~N~E=-=-H~A~M~--FuFu 
Bunny. WAFFLE CRAB CAKES. I 
put Blue Moon. The LASAGNA 
was good. I feel guilty. Buddha. 
~~~~~~-~10/26 
CHRIS, BRIAN, and RYAN: 
We're sorry. Love, Cara and 
Wendi. 
GRE December 8, 1990 
(Registration deadline October 
29, 1990) 
February 2, 1991 (Reg-
istration deadline December 
12, 1990) 
GMAT January 19, 1991 
(Registration deadline Decem-
ber 18, 1990) 
March 16, 1991 (Regis-
tration deadline February 13, 
1991) 
MAT November 6, 1990 
(Registration deadline Novem-
ber 4, 1990) 
December 1, 1990 (Reg-
istration deadline November 
29, 1990) 
Application forms are avail-
able in the Office of the Gradu-
ate School, 206 Old Main. 
Jill F. Nilsen 
Associate Dean of the Gradu-




tion will be given a second time 
this semester on November 6. 
Register in person between 11 
a .m . and 3 p .m. Monday 
through Friday at th~ booth in 
the Union Bookstore Lounge; 
bring your EIU ID and $2 for 
the fee. The registration period 
for this exam is October 10 -
October30. 
If you fail this examination, 
you may repeat it as many 
times as necessary to pass, but 
on scheduled dates only. 
David K. Dodd 
Director of Testing Services 
Scott, missed you! I love ya 
honey! Love Wendie. 
=-==~~~--=-o-~~~10/26 
RUGBY SAT. JACK-O's Fighting 
Panthers vs. Scott AFB Jarheads. 
1 p.m. kickoff. 
_________ 10126 
DON'T MISS THE "IFC SHUT-
TLE BUS". LEAVING AT 9:30 
FROM CARMAN HALL RUN-
NING 'TIL 1 :30. 
=--:--:-.,.-~-~--'=c10/26 
Buddah, J-Bag, Money: "Sig Nu 
Park Place Posse· rules! Let's 
chow some Pot Pies. S-Boy. 
________ 10/26 
To all Iota's and Sigma Nu's: 
Good luck with your dates at 





The Health Studies Compe-
tency Examination will be given 
on Tuesday, November 13. 
Register n person from 11 :00 to 
3:00 Monday through Friday at 
the booth in the Union Book-
store Lounge; bring your EIU ID 
and $2 for the fee. The registra-
tion period for this exam is 
August 20 - November 6. 
NOTE. You may take the 
Health Studies Competency 
Examination only once. 
November 13 is the only date 
that this exam will be offered 
this semester. 
David K. Dodd 
Director of Testing Services 
COURSE WITHDRAWAL 
RECEIPT 
If you want a receipt for a 
course withdrawal request you 
submit, return to the Registra-
tion Office during one of the 
two working days after you sub-
mit the request. No retroactive 
receipts will be issued nor will 
requests to submit retroactive 
withdrawals be considered. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director, Registration 
FALL REGISTRATION BILLS 
Registration tuition bills were 
mailed earlier this month. If you 
received a deferment during 
registration, or had a partial 
scholarship, you should have 
received a bill. If you did not 
receive a bill, please contact 
by Bill Watterson 
Jue=,\ W~N l °™O~\ 
n..\1cs jlJ~K w~s ~1Nt.11\ll& 
~ ~\CE SEKSE. 
THANK'fOIJ. THIS 
€fXJO IS MY SIXTH 
POINT. WAI<. \ 
ALPHA PHI VOLLEYBALL - You 
guys are doing a great Jobi You 
make us proud! Love your sisters! 
________ 10126 
Kristi Kasubaski: I hope you have 
a wonderful weekend. I just wish I 
could be there with you.I hope 
you know that you are a great 
roomie, my favorite x-tra special 
sis and my very BEST FRIEND! 
DZ love and Mine, Dena. 
________ 10/26 
Kobe, Let's have a ''fun time· this 
weekend. Thanks for being such 
an awesome friend. I couldn't 
play Mission Impossible with any-
one else! Love, Cure. 
________ 10/26 
Sig Nu House Guys: MO 
KNOWS. "WAFFLE." S-boy. 
________ 10/26 
the Registration Office immedi-
ately to verify your address and 
billing status. Tuition bills are 
mailed to the local address 
unless you notify us at the 
beginning of the semester to 
mail them to a different 
address. 




Tues .. November 6 Mock Inter-
view Practice 10:00 p.m. Mar-
tinsville Room 
University Union 
Thurs., November 8 Services 
of the Placement Ctr. & 
Prospective Employer Search 
4:30 p.m. Charleston-Mattoon 
Rooms University Union 
Tues .. November 13 Letters of 
Application & Resume Writing 
9:30 p.m. Charleston-Mattoon 
Rooms University Union 
Thurs .. November 15 Effective 
TOMORROW IS THE DAY! 
Epsilon Sigma Alpha is walking 
to Mattoon for St. Judas. If 
you're on Rt. 16 between 9 am 
& 2 pm please be careful! 
Thanks! 
________ 10/26 
Caryn, thanks for being a great 
ESA mom. Love, Mel. 
________ 10/26 
Congratulations to Alpha Phi 
and Sigma Chi 1990 United 
Way Volleyball Champions! 
Thanks to all who participated 
and helped make it a great suc-
cess. 
=----.,...,.--..,-....,....,.----,---.10/26 
Gina Maggio: You are the BEST 
mom ever! Sigma Love & Mine, 
Nikki. 
________ 10/26 
Interview Techniques 5:00 p.m. 
Charleston-Mattoon Rooms 
University Union 
Thurs .. November 29 Mock 
Interview Practice 5:00 p.m. 
Martinsville Room University 
Union 
Shirley Stewart 












City: State: __ Zip: 
Phone: 
Date: New: Renew: 
.. 
LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION: 
Fall Summer_ Full Year _Spring_ 
$10 $24 $24 $44 





City: State: __ Zip: 
Phone: 
'· 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: 
Name: 
Address: 
City: State: _ Zip: 
Phone: 
. 
10A Friday, October 26, 1990 
Wo.men harriers run 
to Gateway contest 
Swim teams 
dive to take 
on Xavier By BRIAN HARRIS 
Staff writer 
The women's cross country team 
will be heading to Des Moines, 
lowa, this weekend to compete in 
the Gateway Conference 
Championships. 
The team has been competing 
since early September and has run 
in some major invitationals such as 
Kenosha, Indiana and Illinois. Now 
the Lady Panthers say they are 
~eady for their conference meet, 
which is run over 5,000 meters. 
Head coach John Craft is opti-
mistic about this weekend's possi-
bilities. 
"We're just hoping to go in and 
compete well," said Craft. 
"Southern Illinois and Illinois State 
will be the team favorites and we 
are hoping to place fifth or better. 
Our top two runners, Brooke 
Roberts and Ti Jaye Rhudy, are out-
standing athletes. 
"They are both ranked among the 
top 20 runners in the conference. 
We're going to have to pack it up 
tight and finish strong. If we can do 
that, then I think we'll do pretty 
well." 
Roberts and Rhudy will get sup-
port from freshman Alisann Wiley, 
junior Tracey Hoffman and sopho-
more Chris Cozzi. 
"We're hoping that all of our 
hard work is going to pay off," said 
Rhudy."Coach Craft wants us to cut 
our times down from the Illinois 
invite. I hope we can meet his 
expectations as well as our own. 
Everyone on the team is real excit-
ed about conference. It should be a 
lot of fun." 
Last season, the women finished 
ninth in the Gateway conference. 
By DON FISHER 
Staff writer 
Eastern' s men's and women's 
swim teams take to the road for 
their first match of the season 
against Xavier University on 
Friday. 
"The last two years, our girl's 
team has been extremely close (to 
beating Xavier)," Eastern head 
coach Ray Padovan said. "Their 
girl's team is very comparable to 
ours." . 
With a win by three points last 
year and a loss by one point the 
year before, the Lady Panthers have 
"a good chance of winning," 
according to Padovan. 
The men's team, however, is 
going to have a harder time because 
some of the members have left 
since the season began. 
Hockey club opens 
season at Bradley 
"About three or four swimmers 
started with the team and for one 
reason or another they decided not 
to stay," said assistant coach John 
Ryan, last year's captain. "The 
, more people you have, the more 
ways you can move the lineup 
around. Right now we have 11 
guys, which limits ways you can 
move the lineup around." 
By KEN RYAN 
Staff writer 
Eastem's hockey club team is 
set to face off against Bradley in 
its season opener at 9:30 p.m. 
Friday in Peoria. 
Led by senior co-captain Fred 
Campobasso, the Panthers look to 
improve upon last season's 6-10 
record. 
"I'm hoping that we will be 
three or four games over the .500 
mark this season. I can realistical-
1 y see that happening," 
Campobasso said. 
One of the areas in which the 
Panthers are expecting solid play 
at is at goalkeeper. 
"I'm very excited about our 
goaltending this year. Tom Moro 
and Brad Gothard are both going 
to do the job for us," said 
Campobasso. 
Brian Prince, returning from 
Northern 
•From Page 12 
football team." 
The Panthers are led by junior 
halfback Jamie Jones, who ranks 
first in the Gateway and third in 
the country in both rushing and 
all-purpose yardage. He is averag-
ing 113.3 yards per game and has 
six 100-yard games, falling just 
one yard short of that mark last 
week . . 
Jones is also averaging 165. l 
all-purpose yards per game, 
almost 34 more yards than his 
next competitor, UNI flanker 
Kenny Shedd. 
Despite last week's loss, UNI 
still posses some impressive num-
bers. The purple Panthers are first 
in the conference and ninth in the 
nation in passing offense, averag-
ing 277.9 yards per game. They 
also rank first in the Gateway and 
18th in the country in rushing 
defense, allowing just 125.l yards 
per game. UNI averages just less 
than 30 points per game. 
"They're strong, well coached 
and they don't get fooled," Spoo 
said. "They have a real good 
package of stunts. They appear to 
be very physical. They've played 
everybody tough even 
Oklahoma State and Iowa State." 
Nothem Iowa's defensive unit 
is led by senior James Jones, a 6-
foot-2, 270-pound linebacker. 
knee surgery, and Brian Johnson, 
a sophomore transfer student, will 
also be an important part of the 
Panthers this year. Also returning 
this season will be seniors Teddy 
Brown, Mike Nelson, Scott 
Saltzman and Bill Peters. These 
players will all play an important 
role in Eastem's game plan this 
year. 
"We are going to use a wide 
open offense because our defense 
is a little inexperienced. We will 
try to keep the puck on their side 
of the ice as much as possible," 
said Campobasso. 
When asked how he felt the 
team would do against Bradley, 
Campobasso expressed some 
enthusiasm. 
"I really want to win this game 
bad," he said, adding that he pre-
dicted a 7-3 Eastern victory. "I 
think we will really pour it on 
these guys." 
.... 
Each person can only swim two 
individual events, Ryan added. 
"We don't have a lot of depth 
with the guys as we do with the 
women," Padovan said. "The guys 
are going to have a harder time 
going on past results." 
Meanwhile, the diving situation 
for Padovan's Panthers has changed 
a great deal since last year. Both the 
men's and the women's· teams had 
only one diver competing last win-
ter. 
Along with returning sophomore 
Karen Adkins, Padovan has added 
freshman Chad Jessen, junior 
Rhonda Knapp and sophomore Lisa 
Otto to his lineup this year. 
"The meet gives everyone a 
chance to see how they are doing as 
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Northern Iowa 
1 :30 p.m. Saturday 
O'Brien Stadium 
Radio: WLBH-FM, 97 
The series: Northern Iowa leads the series 8-5-1. The purple Panthers 
have won three in a row and four of the last five, and the combined margin of 
victory in those five games is nine points. 
Last meeting: The purple Panthers won last year's meeting 31-28 after 
Willie Beamon returned a pass interception 81 yards for a touchdown with 4:52 
left in the game. Jamie Jones had 192 all-purpose yards and Tim Lance had 
15 tackles. 
The coaches: Eastern's Bob Spoo 23-20 in his fourth year. 0-3 against the 
Panthers. Northern Iowa coach Terry Allen 12-6 in his second year at UNI, 1-0 
against Eastern. 
JJ watch: Eastern tailback Jamie Jones has regained the Gateway 
Conference rushing lead over Indiana State's Derrick Franklin. Jones has 
113.3 yards per game to Franklin's 111.3. Jones is No. 3 in the nation in both 
rushing and all-purpose running (165.1 ). 
ITS BEEF DAVI: Yep! By popular demand, it's the "Return of Beef Day." 
Two bucks will buy a ribeye sandwich, chips and drink beginning at noon in the 
tailgate area. 
The lineups: 
EASTERN OFFENSE - Mike Rummell SE, Dan Purcell LT, Brad Fichte! LG, 
Tod Schwager C, Tim Gleason RG, Brian Callahan RT, Tim Moore TE, Lee 
Borkowski QB, J.R. Elder FB, Jamie Jones HB, Jason Cook FL. 
EASTERN DEFENSE - Jeff Oetting LE. Kent Mc lntyre LT, Dan Dee RT, Joe 
Remke RE, Mike Settles ILB, John Noll ILB, Tim Lance NKL, Rod Heard LCB, 
Juan Cox RCB, Tony Farrell LHB, Jeff Miles RHB. 
EASTERN SPECIALISTS - Brian Pindar P, Ray D'Alesio KO/PK, Tony Farrell 
H, Tod Schwager LS, Rod Heard/Jamie Jones KOR, Terrence Hickman PR. 
UNI OFFENSE - Rory Feddersen SE, Steve Dhaemers LT, Randy Mehrl LG, 
Mike Fontana C, Pat Williams RG, Seth Bonnette RT, Chris Nuss TE, Jay 
Johnson QB, Charles Lister HB, Mike Schulte FB, Brad Gehrke FL. 
UNI DEFENSE - Todd Eagen LE, Matt Krapfl NG, Tim Peterson RE, 
William Freeney OLB, Matt Brinkman OLB, Brad Baumler ILB, James Jones 
ILB, Willie Beamon RCB, Joseph Wallace LCB, Duane Petersen SS, Chris 
Klieman WS. · 
UNI SPECIALISTS - Dan Rush P, Brian Mitchell PK/KO, Kenny Shedd 
PR/KR, Chad Aemmer! H, Pat Williams S. 
The Dally Eastern News 
ST. PAULI GIRL NIGHT 
at 
Finish Oktol>er off Higbtl 
$ 1.25 ST. PAULI GIRL BEERS 
and 
75¢ GERMAN CHOCOLATE SHOTS 
- MEET THE ST. PAULI GIRL -
NO COVER UNTIL I 0 P.M.I 
HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY - OCT 31st 
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They rode on the 
wings of victory. IPG·ill __ , 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:00\.-7:00 9:00 
SAT/SUN MATINE1: 2:1S PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00, 7:0 
DOWN UNDER 
TOM SELLECK ~ 
FRVSAT NITE 4:451--7:1§.1. 9:30 
SAT/SUN MATINE1: 2:uu PM 




1 \ KIRSTIE ~g_~,..Y 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:15, 7:30, 9:15 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:30 PM SUN TO THURS NITE 5:15 AND 7:30 
Tile ~o~le ll:~ts 
Lowest video prices in town! 
$2 new releases 
$1 tuesday 
$1 with movie ticket stub 
$1 nintendo 
$1.50 with bonanza card 
free popcorn to every renter! 
'Wifff!tf uers 
next to the Will Rogers Theatre. downtown Charelston 
usted 
olyfield KO's Douglas in 3rd 
LAS VEGAS (AP) - Evander 
lyfield knocked Buster Douglas 
conscious with a single right 
d to the jaw in the third round 
became the undisputed heavy-
eigh t champion of the world 
ursday night. 
The stunning ending also ended 
reign of Douglas, which began 
hen he shocked the sports world 
ith a 10th-round knockout of 
· e Tyson last Feb. 11. 
Douglas had just thrown a right 
percut that missed when 
lyfield crashed home a right that 
pped the 246-pound champion 
t on his back. where he was 
ted out by referee Mills Lane. 
Douglas remained on the canvas 
several seconds before being 
lped to a stool where he was 
ined by a ringside physician. 
The fight was devoid of any real 
'on for the first two rounds, and 
third round was following the 
pattern. 
Suddenly, it ended as a crowd of 
000 outdoors roared to its feet, 
though sensing Douglas 
uldn 't get up. 
The end came at 1 : 10 of the third 
nd. 
uglas went into the ring a 7-5 
erdog, making him the 11th 
vyweight champion to be an 
erdog in a defense. He also 
came the 17th heavyweight 
pion to lose the title in his first 
ense. 
Much had been made of 
uglas' weight, 14 1/2 pounds 
re than when he took the title 
Tyson, with many observers 
ndering if he would have the 
ina for 12 tough rounds. 
"The question was -never 
we red. 
Holyfield, who weighed 208, had 
edges in the first two rounds, 
ugh he wasn't the attacker he 
been in earlier fights. He chose 
to box with Douglas, who appeared 
to be looking to counterpunch. 
Holyfield now has a 25-0 record 
with 21 knockouts. Douglas is 30-
5-1 with 20 knockouts. 
Holyfield landed several good 
left hooks in the first round and a 
good right-left, hook-right combi-
nation late in the round. 
Douglas was missing badly. 
In the second round, Holyfield 
was again busier, landing with left 
hooks and hard shots to the body. 
Douglas was warned twice by the 
referee for hitting and holding. 
Holyfield appears headed now 
for a big-money defense against 42-
year-old George Foreman, who was 
heavyweight champion in 1974. 
Promoter Don King says that the 
IBF, WBC and WBA have stated 
that the winner of this fight would 
have to defend against Tyson, but 
Dan Duva, Holyfield's promoter, 
said his man had signed to fight 
Foreman win or lose. 
It had to be a crushing loss for 
Douglas, who was given no chance 
against Tyson in Tokyo but who 
dominated Iron Mike except for 
late in the eighth round, when he 
· was knocked down. 
There was controversy whether 
Douglas benefited from a long 
count in Tokyo, but a long count 
wouldn't have helped Thursday 
night. After he crashed down on his 
back, he barely moved a muscle. 
"It's been an honor," Douglas 
said of holding the title a few days 
before the fight. "It's been a goal of 
mine for years." Now the 30-year-
old Douglas is clearly at a cross-
roads in a career marked by spotty 
performances. 
Holyfield, 28, of Atlanta, now is 
at the top of the boxing world, a 
position reserved only for the 
undisputed heavyweight champi-
onship. 
Pete is only $4.95 
with a $5.00 purchase 
otherwise he's $6.95 
Judy's Hallmark 
West Park Plaza 
Friday, October 26, 1990 
Strawberry 
would like 
to play in L.A. 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Darryl Strawberry says his first 
choice is to go home and play 
for the Los Angeles Dodgers. 
"If the Dodgers are really, 
really, really interested in me, 
I'll be here," the free agent out-
fielder said Tuesday night in an 
interview with KABC. "That 
would be my No. 1 choice. 
"I'm very determined to play 
here at home and if things can 
work out between myself and 
my agent and the Los Angeles 
Dodgers, I would love to be 
here at home and play. I mean, 
that's a dream that you always 
think about." 
Strawberry, a native of Los 
Angeles, is reportedly seeking a 
contract similar to the five-year, 
$23.5 million deal that Jose 
Canseco signed with the 
Oakland Athletics last summer. 
Until Nov. 5, the New York 
Mets are the only team permit-
ted to talk money with 
Strawberry, who led them with 
37 home runs and 108 runs bat-
ted in last season. 
Strawberry's agent, Eric 
Goldschmidt, didn't return sev-
eral phone calls on Thursday. 
Al Harazin, the Mets' senior 
vice president, said he wasn't 
surprised with Strawberry's 
comments. 
"I've heard those comments 
like that before; we've all heard 
them," Harazin said. "Harken 
back to the first game of the 
playoffs in 1988, when it was a 
big story in the L.A. papers. 
"Darryl has said for a long 
time that he has interest in Los 
Angeles. They've made it clear 
to us that they're going to take 
offers from other clubs. It 
becomes a matter of tactics as 
much as everything else." 
11A 
Pagliai's Pizza 
Large Thin Single Item 
& Qt. of Coke 
For the Low Price $7.95 
Not valid with any other offer 
Open Daily 4pm - 1 am 
2 am on Weekends 
345-3400 
~' AT TED'S ~' 
<J.f Friday <J.f 
r--------------------, 
l "THE REIGN" c~ 
~ High Energy Rock -N- Roll 0 
P From Springfield ~ 
~ songs by Motley Crue, Poison, ~ 
U2, Journey, AC/DC, and more! 
Admission $1 (8-10 w/coupon) 
L~-------------------~ Saturday 
r--------------------, 
: ''LATEM'-' : 
I I 
·c Heavy Metal_ Show c' 
0 0 
u Music by Metallica, Anthrax, u 
~ Megadeath, Black Sabbath~ 
and Morel n n 










Wed., Oct. 31st 
$3 includes 10 words and color artwork 
15¢ for additional words 
Deadline is TODAY at 2pm! 
r----------------------~-------~----, 
I Name Phone I ~---------------~ -----------~ 









Northern Iowa invades 
O'.Brien for showdown 
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN 
Sports editor 
The Panthers will win Saturday. 
The question is, will it be Eastern ' s 
Panthers or Northern Iowa's purple 
Panthers that will come out on top when 
the two Gateway Conference rivals meet at 
1:30 p.m. Saturday at O'Brien Stadium in a 
game that means a chance at the confer-
ence championship. 
An Eastern victory would set up a 
Gateway title game at Southwest Missouri 
on Nov. 10, but a Northern Iowa win 
would give the purple Panthers a shot at the 
conference crown next Saturday. 
Both Eastern and UNI are 3-1 and tied 
for second place in the Gateway, a game 
behind the 3-0 Bears. The Panthers are 4-4 
overall, while UNI, ranked 17th in the 
nation, stands at 4-3. 
"I still think the parallels to last year are 
there." said Eastern head coach Bob Spoo, 
who has yet to defeat Northern Iowa in his 
previous three attempts. "Each game that 
we (have) is a bigger game. This is a cru-
cial game for both of us. The pressure is on 
for both teams. 
"I think our team is fully aware of the 
potential of this game and what it is, and 
they seem to be preparing properly for it. " 
· Eastern will be starting junior Lee 
Borkowski at quarterback for the third 
week in a ·row. Borkowski, who has com-
pleted 24 of 39 passes for 353 yards with 
no interceptions in his two previous starts, 



























Northern Iowa at EASTERN 
Western Illinois at Southwest Missouri 
Southern Illinois at Central Florida 
Indiana State at Ball State 
Western Illinois on Oct. 6 after Thorne 
injured his ankle. 
On Wednesday, Spoo said that Thorne's 
injury was worse than last week and that 
his ankle was put in a cast to prevent him 
from moving it. Spoo added that he does 
expect Thorne to return before the end of 
the year. 
Northern Iowa sophomore Jay Johnson 
will be leading the purple Panthers' offense 
against Eastern. Johnson leads the Gateway 
and is third in Division I-AA in passing 
efficiency with a 146.6 rating. He has com-
pleted 110 of 201 passes for 1,900 yards 
with 10 touchdowns and four interceptions. 
Eastern will also be trying to extend a 
three-game winning streak after conference 
victories three Saturdays in a row. 
Northern Iowa, on the other hand, will be 
THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo 
Eastern split end Terrence Hickman tries to elude defenders after making a catch at pr, 
tice Thursday. The Panthers host Gateway Conference foe Northern Iowa at I :30 p. 
Saturday at O'Brien Stadium. 
attempting to get back on the winning track 
after Indiana State upset it 33-23 last 
Saturday. 
Northern Iowa head coach Terry Allen 
doesn't think that last week's loss, which 
ended its three-game conference streak, 
hurt his team that much. 
"Actually, I think the Joss is better 
us . ., said Allen, who is in his second y 
as the purple. Panthers' leader. "They 
looking for an opportunity to prove th 
selves again. (Indiana State) has a good 
•Continued on Page JOA 
--~~~- -~- • ··- · ., ... ~-'"C~--~-~.:: .. .,:-~~---·~-~-.. ,.-:·::-~---7'··~-,~-: Soccer faces Coastal Carolin 
Harn ers Jl qpe .t~. run By R.J. GERBER . Mihalic said that Eastern must cut out tlle si to·: GO nf ere.Ace:. title ·· . . Staff writer ~~=~~~~s that it has been making all season to ha 
., ... · .. ,. .., . ,, , - · - Eastern 's soccer team will try to put an end to its "The little things have killed us," Mihalic 
By BRlAN·HARRIS ~ "'"·'- . i- four-game losing streak when it hosts Coastal "We have to cut out the mistakes if we want to 
Staff writer · · Carolina at 2 p.m. Sunday at Lakeside Field. games." 
At the. beginning of the' sea~ 
so.n~ · t~e men ~s cross,,, country 
team.· ·.set .its eyes on the Mid,... 
Continent Conference tit~ This 
weekend. "the team travels to 
Akt~m. Obi~~ \.o try to fultdl . that 
goa;llt f_: . :-:· :·:; 
' The e's believe that if 
! everf: s. tp ·his pdtential, ' 
· the: team will definitely be in 
contention. 
"We don't bave any-secret 
strategy, just tO perform at our 
potential," said head coach Neil-· 
Moore. "Northetn Iowa has been 
picked to win it an season Jong, 
but rm hoping that we'll give 
them a run for their money. 
"I know they can be had. As 
long as we compete at our best 
capability, we're going to get 
some results. Northern Iowa's 
top gun, Bill Castle, may have 
some company up front with the 
Fagan brothers. The whole team 
has prepared well for this meet, 
so I think we're going to do 
well." 
The Fagan brothers, Jim and 
Ron. and Eric Baron have all run 
under :26 minutes for &,000 
meters so far this year~ These 
performances were also run over 
relatively .difficult courses, Scott 
Touchette, Rob 'Dowen. JQhn 
·Eggenberger and Brett Carlson 
,. • Lady Panthers set The visiting Chantaleers, 13-3-1, are ranked Junior halfback Steve Baker said that Eastern · for . , conleren~e, eighth in the South Region. They have beaten wants to take it to Coastal. 
· p 10. Wisconsin - which beat Eastern earlier this season - "We want to play our game," Baker said. "In too. ape ·. ~ and Maryland, who was previously ranked national- last game (a 3-0 loss to Illinois State Wednesda 
"will be :rounding: out Ea.stem's 
top seven. '" '"' ,,,, 
.. 1 think we '.re ready;• said 
assistant ·coach Jonn Mcinerney, 
who will be making bis first 
conference appearance as a 
Panther c.oach. '"'We ':re in a real 
nice spot to go for it all if every-
one runs well." Mclnemey came 
to Eastern in Augu.st after for-
mer assistant Tom Akers left to 
pursue his doctorate at the 
University of Arizona. 
"We're going tO need all of 
our top seven to be close to the 
front and run together," 
Mcinerney said. "That will real-
ly be the key to how we run. We 
will be happy with second, but if 
we put it together like we 
should, then we could definitely 
win it." 
The last time Eastern took 
home conference honors was in 
I 981. In two weeks, the team 
will travel to Purdue to run in 
the District N championships. 
The men's team basn 't run in 
two weeks, when it placed sev~ 




ly. Lakeside Field), we had three lapses that cost 
Coastal is led by sophomore forward Eric goals. That can't happen." 
Schmitt, who is the leading scorer for the Baker added that Eastern controlled the ball 
Chantaleers with 12 goals and five assists this sea- ing much of the Illinois State loss. 
son. Fellow sophomore forward Davor Serie has "We worked the ball very well," Baker said. 
scored seven goals for Coastal this year. was the best that we have worked it in a while. 
Eastern players said that they don't know what to just have to cut down on those lapses." 
expect from Coastal, but they said that might be a Eastern, 4-10-1 on the season. will have t 
blessing in disguise. games remaining after the contest Sunday. 
"We just want to play them," senior forward Panthers travel to Southwest Missouri State Oct. 
Mario Mihalic said. "I would rather not know any- and end up the season at home versus Mid-Conti 
thing about them. I just want to meet them on the Conference foe Wisconsin-Green Bay. 
field." 
Vo.lleyball team hosts classic 
By ANN TAST AD 
Staff writer 
The Lady Panther volleyball 
team will be hosting the Eastern 
Illinois University Classic this 
weekend with one thing in mind -
winning. 
"We're hoping to win, as all the 
teams are I'm sure," said coach 
Betty Ralston, whose team is 11-16. 
All the teams entered in the tourna-
ment are under the .500 mark. 
Eastern will open play at 7 p.m. 
Friday against Wisconsin-
Milwaukee. Milwaukee is 11-16 on 
the season. On Saturday, the Lady 
Panthers will take on Murray State, needs to start a winning streak. 
which is 12-15 on the year, at noon "The girls are excited about 
and will then close out the round- ning against Evansville and 
robin tournament playing hoping it will carry over to the 
Northeastern Illinois at 6 p.m. nament," said Ralston. 
Northeastern Illinois is 1-30 this During the Lady Panthers· 
season and is trying to put its pro- Wednesday night, freshman se 
gram back together. Amy Van Eekeren set the fres 
"None of the teams in the tourna- assist record with 625. surpass· 
ment are common opponents, and Donna Siebers record of 6 
we don't know much about them," assists. 
Ralston said. Senior Deanna Lund also set 
The Lady Panthers are coming career kill record during Easte 
off a three-game sweep over Division I term (since 1982). S 
Evansville Wednesday night and now has 940 kills in her four-y 
Ralston said she hopes that the win career. 
will give her team the momentum it 
RHA to put on a 8 
'King' of a haunted ,, 






The "Kareless Band" 
Ted's 
It was a dark and stormy night, okay so 
not really, but it was a neat way to start out 
this week's Dear Reader. If Snoopy can do 
it ... 
With Halloween fast approaching we 
thought that it might be interesting to do a 
Halloween themed Verge. Being that haunt-
ed houses and ghosts go along with the sea-
son, staff writer Suzanne Oliver will tell you 
a true ghost story that happened right here 
in Coles County. 
Staffer Bret Loman has compiled a list of 
what he thinks are the best and worst horror 
movies of all time. His list can be found on 
page four. Associate Verge editor Debbie 
Carlson has done some research into the 
history of Halloween and its origins. Her 
.story can be found on page five. 
humorous opinions . 
In honor of next weekend being Parents 
Weekend, we thought it would be neat to do 
an issue on some of the events that will be 
happening then. 
Bret Loman will be filling you in on what 
kind uf music to expect from the Platters, 
Drifters and Coasters, who will be the enter-
tainment for the weekend concert. Suzanne 
Oliver will also give an overall schedule of 
events that will be going on during the 
course of the weekend. 
Ivory Grand, admission, $1 8-10 p.m. w/coupon Every year about this time the ghost of a 
residence hall comes back to scare some stu-
dents, no not the Pemberton Hall ghost, but 
the Residence Hall Association sponsored 
ghost. That story can be found on page four. 
Also staff writer Jennifer Wing will give 
you an inside look to Charleston families 
that open up their homes for the visiting 
parents. Denise Buck will give readers a pr 
view to the afternoon theater production 
"Rapunzel ," and new staff writer Ric 
Chung will preview the weekend productio 
of "Viet Rock. " 
.ART EXHIBITS 
TARBLE ARTS CENTER 
The Verge staff would like to remind 
readers to take advantage of the designat 
driver program. 
Dr. Calvin Countryman memorial exhibition 
1990 Art Faculty exhibition 
In the review section, staff music reviewer 
Tim Shellberg will share his opinions of 
INXS' latest release X. In the movie review-
ing seat this week is graduate student Matt 
Mansfield with his review of the latest mob-
ster movie, "Good Fellas." 
USPECIAL EVENTS 
Student recital, Denise Bedrosian, Dvorak Concert Hall, noon 
UB Movie: Tales from the Darkside, admission, $1 10 p.m. and 
midnight 
As always Horseshoes & Hand Grenades 
will be regaling readers with their sometimes 
SATURDAY 
Roe's 










Clockwork Orange, admission, $1 8-10 p.m. w/coupon 
Uptowner and Cellar 
Stumpwhoopt, no cover, 9-close 
STAFF 
Verge editor .............................................................................................. Amber Grimes 
.ART EXHIBITS 
Associate editor ........................................................................................ Debbie Carlson 
Ph.otos by , ............... , ..... , .. , ........... .Tbom_Rakestraw, Matt Campbell and Shannon Thomas 
. . .· . • .• .. .. · .. ·' _ ... , ·'· .... ".: ··''°-·.r, · ...... ~ · .... ,, ~· .. :.~ ~ • ·~1· ' -Staff writers ................................................................................................. Bret Loman,_ 
TARBLE ARTS CENTER ' ·' 
Dr. Calvin Countryman memorial exhibition 
1990 Art Faculty exhibition 
Tim Shellberg, .Sw:anne,Oliver, David Lindqui_st and Pete Scales. 
Cover photo by Thom Rakestraw 
Make Halloween 
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Its lllllmRa! 
Wednadaf, Odoller 3L 
a.secour~~ 
Judy's HaUmark _ 
W. Park Plaza 
FREE Parking 
(while we wort< c;>n your car) 
Free Inspections 
Free Estimates 
Free Parking while you're at class or work 
SAVE ON MIDAS EXPERT CAR CARE 
Oil & Filter Change -. 
• Up tc;> 5 ~- Pehzoil 1 OW30 Oil $1495* • Lubncat1on · 
• Refill underhood fluids 
•Air Tires · 
* Most cars - diesels excluded 
Reg.$17" 
Offer good with 
coupon 11-24-90 
-----------------------------------NOBODY .BEATS MIDAS 
'It,.. • I .,._, 
~1~i~l!!ve~ ~a!!~t 
345~1114 
"Across from Old Main" 
Advertise! Advertise! Advertise! 
in the 
Daily Eastern News 
2.~ .QN Jl:I~ · VERGE. Of .lHE. WEEKEND ..... ............. .. " ....... , ..• 
2 PAIRS OF GLASSES · $12 9 WITH l!XAMI Includes: Cr-39 single vilion 1- in our normal power range, frames from a larp fashionable selection 
and a profesaional eye exam. 
GLASSES & CONTACTS $1·29 ~e~~.l':,~~~~~~ai~ wear llO{t c:onWD, cold care kit, in.Stl\lc-
tlOil on uae and care, 30 days follow-up 
care and complete eye exam. 
2 PAIRS OF:fJONTACTS 
'$12 9 ~~I Includes: 2 paiJS of ou IWldard daily wear soft contacts, cold 
:are kit, inslruaions on use and caic. 
30 days follow up care and a complete 
eye ClWll. 
SAME DAY SERVICE IN 
MOST CASES (CR-39 Lenses) 
Offers expires 10/20/90. 
Eyes e:umlncd by lia:nsed optornellll. 
UNOOLN • CHARLESTON 
904 E 345-5100 




Movie shows dark side of 'the family' 
"GoodFellas ," Martin 
Scorcese's new film about every-
day life inside the mob, makes 
some major statements about the 
state of America and the audi-
ences who make movies success-
ful. 
this one off your list 
The film , based · on reporter 
Nicholas Pileggi ' s book 
"Wiseguy," begins by forgetting 
the romanticism that has sur-
rounded The Mafia since 
America fell in love with "The 
Godfather" some 20 years ago. 
In 1973, the Rolling Stones 
owed up their best album (and 
ssibly the best album ever 
de), Exile on Main St. , with 
ts Head Soup. Although the 
m made it to the top of the 
rts, Goats Head Soup was, 
r the most part, slammed by 
critics, who criticized it for 
· g shallow and incomplete. 
The same can be said for 
S, whose seventh release, X, 
the aggression and pizzazz 
ntained on all of the band's 
·ous albums, replacing sting 
d stamina with synthesizer 
h. 
Michael Hutchence and crew 
one step back on X, leaving 
guts-and-grit grind delivered 
the one-two-punch of the 
ssics, 1985s Listen Like 
ieues and 1987s Kick, for the 
chno-craft last heard on 
9BlShabooh Shabbah and 
983s The Swing. Yet where 
abooh and The Swing are 
t ear candy, X works like 
rt. Tasty and healthy upon 
urriptlon, but in the end, it's 
empty calories. 
The problems are obvious. 
chence appears to be paying 
te to Duran Duran's Simon 
Bon on the Notorious-esque 
aith in Each Other." "Dis-
ar" is promising, yet mud-
and watered down. 
This is not to say X was done 
thout promise. "Suicide 
de," the album's opener and 
ORE WAREHOUSE 
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first single, is a toe-tapping beau-
ty. The bluesy "Who Pays the 
Price" is rough and aggressive. 
"The Stairs" is probably the 
group's most introspective piece. 
The most disappointing aspect 
of X, however, is Michael 
Hutchence's neglect of vocal 
exertion. Hutchence, whose 
vocal style can be respectfully 
compared to that of Mick Jagger, 
appears timid and lacks the 
aggression evident in Listen Like 
Thieves and Kick. Hutchence's 
vocal res.traint on X cost the 
album ru~jor ban~' j)oirits'. ·, ' • · -
Although X is spotty and, for 
the most part, incomplete, INXS 
need not be written off due to this 
one faulty album. After all, The 
Rolling Stones followed up Goats 
Head Soup with It's Only Rock 
and Roll, the brilliant mid-seven-
ties signpost of an album. 
-Reviewed by Tim Shel/berg 
At the center of "GoodFellas" 
is Henry Hill (Ray Liotta), who's 
life is chronicled during the 
course of the film. 
Director Scorcese opens with 
the flashy side of mob life that 
first attracted Hill - and audiences 
- to the world of organized 
crime. The set-up is a familiar 
one: A young Brooklyn teenager 
becomes part of "the family ." 
But the part that isn't so tradi-
tional happens when Hill turns 
federal informer, helping collapse 
the system that created his entire 
vision of life . 
Yet even before Hill turns on 
the mob, Scorcese, who also co-
wrote the script with Pileggi, 
begins to show the crumbling 
reality of the workaday mob life, 
easily dispensing with the showy 
romanticism of Francis 
Coppola's elaborate "Godfather" 
saga, which more or less cele-
brated the extended mob family 
and all its dealings. 
Hill's journey becomes ours as 
we witness the double-dealings 
and murders that comprise a day 
in the life . 
Coaxed on by his mentors in 
"the family," played by those vet-
erans of mob movies Robert" De . 
Niro and Joe Pesci, Hill becomes 
< efubroll&t 1rf the ~·w'Clr'kings'bf his I 
new world. 
Hill 's new world is anything 
but brave as he begins to realize 
that killing isn't that easy, espe-
cially when the bloody bodies 
won't go away that easily. 
And that's one of the reasons 
the film succeeds: It's honest 
about the brutality of. the mob, 
creating with each scene more 
.................................... ..-ii ·~ 
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ALEXANDRIA EAST 
-reknown psychic & palmist-
Name: "Psych Night"-Lecture/Presentation 
Date: Monday, October 29, 1990 
Price: $1-students $2-general public 
Location: Grand Ballroom 
*WIN A FREE PALMR.EADINGlll lllliii:: 
Photo courtesy of Warner Bros. 
Ray Liotta (Henry Hill), Robert DeNiro (Jimmy Conway) and 
Mike Starr (Frenchy) discuss plans for a future heist in the new 
movie "Good Fellas." 
repulsion. But there is also fasci-
nation, wonderment at the whole 
quixotic phenomenon of the 
lifestyle associated with being a 
gangster. Scorcese's mission , 
then, is two-fold. 
· On one side , the director 
wants to show the inside of the 
mob, a place where corruption 
and violence dominate , where 
lives are incredibly empty despite 
the people who are always 
around and always making food . 
In fact, Scorcese is somewhat 
obsessed by the preparing and 
eating of food in this film, which 
seems to be emblematic of the 
mob's mundanity. The characters 
live for the mundanities of every-
day; the only difference between 
their everyday and most of 
America's is that their everyday 
involves murder. 
By underscoring the fantasy, 
the film finds voice in the truth. 
Paradoxically, though, it is that 
truth we find most enlightening, 
we fing has the most to say, we 
find we ache to see and hear. 
Strangely, one is reminded of 
David Lynch's horrific vision of 
the suburban wonderland in 
"Blue Velvet" where the audience 
isn't quite sure how to respond -
the same is true in "GoodFellas. " 
Though the film 's violence isn't 
appealing, it is intriguing and the 
motivation for that violence 
seems to be at the core of what 
America is about. 
So now we have the director's 
flip side, his reasoning for taking 
us under the underbelly - it's a 
fascinating world down there. But 
it's aJso a desolate one. 
Throughout the film, the direc-
tor manages to evoke strong per-
formances in his bleak but funny 
world - especially Pesci's as the 
inept thug Tommy. And it is in 
these created lives that the film 
thrives. 
Audiences enjoy this film (my 
friends and I have taken to talk-
ing like gangsters since seeing it) 
and that affinity has much to do 
with Scorcese's world view. By 
telling the truth ,- "GoodFellas" 
has a great deal to do with anoth-
er America ethic, one of morali-
ty. 
Still , the movie doesn't 
preach; it simply shows. In that 
showing, Scorcese's has man-
aged to let audiences make 
their own decisions about the 
life without the influence of the 
fantasy. 
-Reviewed by Matt Mansfield 
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Specials 
1/3 LB. Hamburger or Ham & Cheese $1.75 
Coors Pitcher $2.95 
Stoli & Mixer $1.50 
1 o oz. Stroh's Draft sse 
20 oz. Killian Red $1.90 
-ALL WEEKEND-
1 99¢ Pitcher with any Large 16" Pizza 
-SATURDAY & SUNDAY~ 
Nine Ball Tournament 
64 Player 2 Day Tournament 
$1.50 off on any 12" pizza 
$1.95 off any 16" 2 Item pizza 
FREE PooL "A Splash of Class" 
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Ten movies to satisfy any horror fan 
BY BRET LOMAN 
Staff writer 
Halloween isn't a great 
holiday for college students. You 
can't go get candy from your 
neighbors anymore since you're 
now considered mature. You 
don't get any presents. You 
could go out for a drink, but you 
don't need a holiday to do that. 
One thing that Halloween 
does do is present you with a 
great excuse to go rent a good 
horror movie. Here is a list of 
movies to check out and a list to 
stay clear of. 
Here is a list of the ten best 
horror films: 
1. Halloween (1978) - Jamie 
Lee Curtis, who we find out is 
really the sister of Michael 
Meyers, an escapee from a 
nearby mental institution who 
was sent there because he killed 
her older sister, comes back to 
kill her. Being that the film is set 
in a mid-sized town in Illinois, it 
only adds to the suspense. 
2. Aliens (1986) - Picking 
up from the original, Ripley, 
played by Sigourney Weaver, 
arrives home many years later 
only to hear doubts concerning 
her story's validity. Soon 
enough, though, many learn 
that the story is all too true 
when Ripley and others return 
to the planet of the stomach-
exploding creatures. 
3. Psycho (1960) - If you 
can take a shower after 
watching this classic, you 
deserve a medal. Anthony 
Perkins stars as the seemingly 
normal hotel manager Norman, 
who has quite a fondness and 
an obsession for his mother. 
The fact that the film is 30 
years old doesn't make it any 
less scary. 
4 , The Texas Chainsaw 
Massacre (1972) - This film 
wouldn't have had such an 
impact if it hadn't maintained 
that it was true. But, you must 
admit that the film is eerie, if 
not disturbing about a group of 
people murdered by a disturbed 
family lead by a chainsaw-toting 
monster named Leatherface. 
5. Jaws (1976) - "Don't go 
near the water" was its ad 
campaign, and after people saw 
the movie, they obeyed. Roy 
Schieder stars as a sheriff of a 
coastal community who have 
trouble believing the theory of a 
man-eating shark. Who knew 
where Jaws would go next? 
6. Carrie (1972) - This is the 
only Steven King novel turned 
48 
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MATJ' CAMPBELIJStaff photogr.ipher 
John Carpenter's "Prince of Darkness" is a definite must rent for 
Halloween flick watchers. 
motion picture that was actually 
scary, let along good. Sissy 
Spacek was Carrie, a girl who 
just wanted to be accepted. Get 
on her bad side, you were as 
good as dead. No one with a 
weak heart should watch the 
very end. 
7. The Exorcist ( 1970) -
Linda Blair spun her head in 
circles, spit green stuff out of 
her mouth and spoke in voice 
that didn't quite resemble her 
own and America jumped. It's 
not as scary as it used to be, but 
whenever you mix religion and 
horror together, you're bound 
to get scared. 
8. The Fly (1984) - What 
would happen if you invented a 
machine that would break 
down your molecular structure 
and put it back together in a 
machine across the room? 
What happens when a tiny 
little fly decides to try it with 
you? The result is a little funny, 
quite disgusting, but definitely 
scary. 
9. Poltergeist (1982) - A 
spirit takes a young girl away 
from her family via a television 
set. How do you get her back? 
Your wrong if you said the TV 
Guide. You call a little elf-
woman called Tangina. What if 
the spirit doesn't want to give 
her back? You get the makings 
of a very good horror movie. 
10. Friday the 13th (1978) -
Since this one opened, how 
many people have named their 
kids Jason? As a youngster at 
Camp Crystal Lake, Jason 
supposedly drowned, due to the 
negligence of camp counselors. 
Years later, the story of Jason's 
death makes a great campfire 
story, until the counselors start 
dying one by one. 
It's hard to come up with a 
list of just 10 bad horror films. 
This is a list of films which were 
extra awful. 
1. The Gate (1986) 
2. Maximum Overdrive (1987) 
3. Ghoulies (1985) 
4. Friday the 13th Part 2-8 
(various) 
5. Halloween III (1983) 
6 . Jaws IV (1987) 
7. Dead Time Stories (1984) 
8. Prom Night II: Hello Mary 
Lou (1986) 
9. Deadly Blessings ( 1981) 
10.Texas Chainsaw Massacre 
Part II (1986) 
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Haunted Ho 
Editor's note: The following 
story is an account of the 
hauntings that one family 
went through. Because of the 
subject matter, the names of 
the family have been changed 
and the location of the house 
has been omitted at the 
request of the family. 
BY SUZANNE OLIVER 
Staff writer 
The bloodcurdling scream of 
a woman pierced the young 
girl's ears. The girl frantically 
ran outside to find out who had 
screamed. Once outside her 
rural farmhouse, the child saw 
no one nor heard the woman 
screaming anymore. 
In another event, the little 
boy was awaken by the old 
woman and was told to go 
outside to dig by the pond. The 
boy obeys in a zombie-like 
trance, but is stopped by his 
parents before he reaches his 
destination. 
The terror that reigned 
within this family's house for 20 
years is not the script from the 
latest horror picture but is the 
real story of a Coles County 
· family on a "normal" quiet 
farm. 
The Smiths lived with these 
unexplained incidents until they 
came to a head in the late 
spring of 1980. Since then, an 
"exorcism" has been performed 
on the house to an attempt to 
rid it of the spirits. 
The original house the 
Smiths bought in 1960 was 
torn down because of its poor 
·condition and another was built 
over the same spot. Prior to 
buying the house, 'the fa~ily ' 
was warned that the house was 
haunted by an old woman that 
carried a pitchfork. 
"The former tenants were 
renters and we just fig 
were mad because we 
the house and they had 
elsewhere," said Linda, 
the one who heard 
horrible screams 20 ye 
But as soon as the 
six moved in, the 
occurrences started ha 
immediately. Un ex 
footsteps would creak a 
floorboards of the house 
family's jewelry just s 
vanish into thin air. 
"It was - a very 
process, weird thing 
happen every so often 
would always blame i 
wind, mice or even our 
or sisters," Linda said. 
The Smiths guess 
at least four spirits, a 
women and a child. 
members of the fa 
seen the spirits and 
descriptions. The man 
be slightly balding a 
early 20th century 
woman has grey hair 
and appears in a I 
dress with a white ap 
The Smith family 
the chilling story of 
adding to the facts 
rumors. She is said 
former owner of the 
believed to be the s · 
black dress. This r 
helped give some i 
the unexplained ph 
that they witnessed. 
The family found 
Nora's father had be 
victim of a rural ro 
suspect the father to 
the spirits that is in 
house. There is also 
explanation for the 
it is rumored that 
daughter who died in 
of a disease. 
Although the fa 
find any information 
Halloween 
BY DEBBIE CARISON 
Associate Verge editor 
Most holidays have religious pasts and Halloween is 
different. 
Halloween, also called Allhallow's day, got 
beginnings from a Celtic festival called Samhain or 
Samone, "Feast of the Sun." While in Ireland it was 
Samhaim. The Scots called it Hallowe'en. 
According to the Encyclopedia of Occultism a 
Parapsychology, vol. one, Samhain was one of the i 
great fire festivals in Britain. "All fires save those of 
Druids were extinguished from whose altars only the 
fire must be purchased by households for a certain pri 
Samhain not only marked harvest time, but it was 
the beginning of the new year. 
But the harvest was not the only thing the Ce 
celebrated during Samhain. It was believed by both 
Irish and Scots that a gathering of supernatural (or 
were greater on that day than on any other. In 
Encyclopedia of Religion, vol. six, it states "The eve 
day (Oct. 31 and Nov. 1) were characterized as a · 
when the barriers between the human and superna 
world were broken. Otherworldly entities - souls of 
dead were able to (walk on earth) and humans co 
penetrate the domains of the gods and supernat 
creatures. 
"Fiery tributes and sacrifices of animals, crops 
possibly human beings were made to appea 
supernatural powers who controlled the fertility of 
land," according to the book. 
The book, Season of Feast and Festivals, states 
as Christianity grew in Britain, the clergy tried 
discourage the celebration. Unable to do that, the Bri 
church added a "Feast of All Saints" to be celebrated 
Samhain. The original celebration of the "Feast of 
Saints" was on May 13, but was switched to Samhain 
Pope Gregory III or IV. 
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eld COies COunfy fan1ily in HOttOi. 
and, there is some 
ulation as to what the 
an did after she was 
wed. Local rumor has it 
after the woman was 
wed, Nora would take in 
dogs, tame them, then tie 
e around their neck and 
them and savagely stab the 
with a pitchfork. 
ince the Smiths are 
ist, they are confused as 
to identify the forces since 
don 't believe in ghosts or 
'ts. But Rev. Franklin 
on, who performed the 
cism on the house, says 
it was not ghosts that 
d the problems, but that 
ouse contained forces of 
ccording to the Bible, the 
rs and principalities that 
here on Earth have been 
·,...naUy overcome wit11 evil. 
evil takes on the guise of 
d person," Ogdon said. 
on is a former Eastern 
te who has since moved 
the Coles County area and 
a minister in a Cisco, Ill., 
May to August of 1980 
en the Smith household 
e unbearable to live in. 
owner of the house, 
, decided the last resort 
call a priest or a minister 
his family. 
e have lived with 
ained things all our lives, 
e house just started to 
alive (in the spring of 
. It became constant, with 
falling, bureau drawers, 
and doors opening and 
g," said Linda. 
id at first to call th~ir own 
er (Ogdon), the Smiths 
a Catholic priest to try 
get rid of the spirits. 
gh the Catholic religion 
perform exorcisms, the 
priest was unable to help the 
family. Because of that, the 
Smiths turned to their minister. 
"My initial reaction when the 
Smiths called me was disbelief. 
The Methodist church simply 
does not believe in ghosts. 
However, when I went to the 
house, I knew something was 
definitely wrong," Ogdon said. 
The Methodist church does 
not sanction exorcisms, so 
Ogdon formulated his own 
exorcism. Ogdon took the 
family to every room in the 
house and prayed. 
The last room they entered 
was the kitchen and the 
reverend proceeded with his 
prayer in asking that the house 
be blessed. With the family's 
heads all bowed with their eyes 
closed, he placed the Bible on 
the kitchen table and let the 
pages fall in place. The Bible 
opened to the page where Jesus 
healed a boy possessed by 
demons. Soon after the family 
began to feel the spirits literally 
shake their bodies. 
"My body felt like it was 
being electrocuted," Robert said. 
Robert's son started shaking 
and feeling like he was spinning 
and he started crying out to the 
reverend. 
"Make them stop! Please 
make them stop!" Robert's son 
said. 
Ogdon shouted several times, 
"Jn Jesus's name be gone!" 
During the exorcism, the two 
sisters and the mother had the 
same vision of Christ with his 
arms outstretched toward the 
family. 
"No one can tell .me .I didn't 
see him. · Even th.ough -~Y 'eyes 
were closed, I saw him in my 
mind. Although I couldn't see 
his face, I saw his robe that was 
so white it was almost glowing. 
After the exorcism, my sister 
and mom both described the 
same vision of Jesus," Linda 
said. 
While praying throughout the 
exorcism; Ogdon felt almost to 
the point of nausea. Driving 
away from the Smith farm at 2 
a.m., Ogdon said he was was 
gripped by a paralyzing fear. He 
said he felt a a cold hand on his 
shoulder and saw two blazing 
red eyes in the rearview mirror. 
"I got out of the car and 
looked around, but no one was 
there. It was terrifying," Ogdon 
said. 
Ogdon has had some 
psychological problems since 
the exorcism that he claims are 
attributed to the forces of evil. 
"A few months after the 
exorcism, I would be gripped by 
the same paralyzing fear. One 
night I was in my bedroom and I 
was being chased by something. 
I ended up being crouched 
down in _the corner," Ogdon 
said. 
Though he considered 
seeking psychiatric help, Ogdon 
said through prayer and his faith 
in God he beat what he believes 
almost drove him crazy. 
"I relied on the Lord to close 
the door (to evil)," Ogdon said. 
The nightmare for the 
Smiths seemed to be over, but 
the possession of the house 
instead moved to the barn. This 
required a second trip to the 
Smiths for the reverend. 
The strange occurrences 
began with hay being filtered 
through the ceiling boards 
without anyone being up in the 
loft. Flickering lights illuminated 
the barn and the radio would 
turn ori by itself. . 
"Hogs and cattle were dying 
and we would hear loud noises 
in the barn. We would try and 
find an explanation for the 
noises but there simply wasn't 
Shannon Thomas/Staff photographer 
A pitchfork, quite possibly like the one Nora used to torture 
dogs, sits in a barn in want of use. 
one," Linda said. 
When the reverend came 
back for the second time, he 
decided to anoint .the house and 
the barn with holy water. The 
reverend also gafhered the 
family into the house and 
anointed them by making the 
sign of the cross on their 
foreheads. 
Only the psychological scars 
are left with the Smiths from 
their ordeal. The family is closer 
and has used each other for 
therapy instead of seeking 
professional help. 
"We've got to stick together. 
We're still confused about what 
happened, but we know we're 
not crazy. But we've lived 
through it," Linda said. 
wild and steeped in wacky traditions 
years wore on, much of its religious 
been lost and now Halloween has become 
However, many of the customs carried on 
e still practiced today. 
, the Encyclopedia of Religion states that 
ing up in costumes has its roots in Celtic , 
·nation activities remained popular (with) 
in fantastic disguises and masks, imitating 
beings and visited homes where they were 
of food and drink." 
game of bobbing for apples was originally 
ay to predict a future husband's name. In 
Season of Feast and Festivals the game was described. A 
tub of water was filled up with apples, labelled with names. 
Girls who would participate would be blindfolded and 
would try to catch apples with their teeth. The apple the 
girl would catch would have the name of her future 
husband . 
Some Halloween games are still continued, but some 
have disappeared into obscurity. One popular game to do 
was called "eating the herring." Just before going to bed, 
the person should eat a salt herring and not speak to 
anyone. In the dreams the person has, the future spouse is 
to suppose to come and offer the dreamer a drink of 
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water to quench the thirst. It was told that a young girl ate 
a herring and went to bed; in her dreams she was waiting 
at the window for her future spouse. Tired of waiting, she 
goes down to get a drink of water. As she returns to her 
seat, she sees a dark-haired man riding away on a horse. 
The young girl never married. 
Halloween was a time when most young people wanted 
to see who their future spouses might be. This custom is 
no different. Called "eating the apple at the glass," this 
needed only an apple and mirror to be performed. 
According to the Encyclopedia of Occultism and 
Parapsychology, "provide yourself with an apple, and, as 
the clock strikes 12 (midnight), go alone into a room 
where there is a looking glass (mirror). Cut the apple into 
small pieces, throw one of them over your left shoulder 
and advancing to the mirror without looking back, 
proceed to eat the remainder, combing your hair carefully 
all the time (in front of) the glass. While thus engaged, it is 
said that the face of the person you are to marry will be 
seen peeping over your left shoulder." 
The book states that this custom is. supposed to be a 
relic of a form of "divination with mirro.rs w'1-~ condemned 
as sorcery by former popes." 
The popular jack-o'-lantern was an old Irish tale about a 
drunken man named Jack. Jack was notorious for 
drunkeness and for being stingy. One night the Devil came 
to claim his soul, but Jack tricked him. Finally when Jack 
was to die, Heaven wouldn't take him nor would Hell. .~ 
Jack begged the devil to give him a coal to light his way 
out. He put the coal in a turnip he was chewing on and 
now Jack is condemned to walk the Earth until Judgement 
Day. 
While other Europeans immigrated to the United 
States, they did not bring with them the event of '" 
Halloween. It was not · until the Irish potato famine in the 
mid 1800s, causing millions of Irish to immigrate to 
America did Halloween become a national event. 
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Bad television sitcoms are a horror for viewers· 
NEW YORK (AP) - Happy 
Halloween, viewers. Our topic is 
bad television. Television that 
does not create a burden on the 
viewer's wit and intellect, but 
induces a vacuum. This is 1V so 
bad it's ... scary. 
Here's a bottom 10 list, in 
ascending order of horror: 
10.THREE'S COMPANY -
From midseason in 1977 to 
1984 this show epitomized the 
central values of the 1970s, 
much like disco and leisure suits. 
It was, and is, appalling. 
The premise, if that is what it 
can be called , was that two 
women and one man (Suzanne 
Somers, Joyce DeWitt and John 
Ritter) were capable of hilarious 
sexual tension and innuendo 







9. (tie) "THE LOVE BOAT" 
and "FANTASY ISLAND" - . 
"Love Boat" followed a cruise 
ship and its crew members, with 
second-tier guest stars occupying 
three story lines about couples 
facing various impediments to 
the course of true love . This 
show made Barbi Benton a star. 
"Fantasy Island" flouted those 
conventions. Ricardo Montalban 
played the mysterious host of a 
resort island where, by magic, his 
guests lived out their fantasies . It 
featured comic oddity Herve 
Villechaize, whose role consisted 
mainly of croaking, "Da plane, 
boss! Da plane!." 
7. "HOLLYWOOD 
SQUARES" - A panel of celebri-
ties waiting in the interstices of a 
tic-tac-toe grid! Three in a row 
and you win! Celebrity quips! 
Celebrity innuendos! Coached 
panelists! Dreadful! Still, it was 
one of the few settings where 
Liberace seemed to be comfort-
able, relaxed and spontaneous. 
6."THE DUKES OF HAZ-
ZARD" - CBS' hugely successful 
kid program about two vaguely 
Appalachian, vaguely Southern 
good ol' boys (Tom Wopat and 
John Schneider) and their 
beloved car, the General Lee 
(440 Dodge Charger, 1969). 
The plot lines weren't tough to 
diagram: Conflict. Crisis. Car 
chase. End of car chase. End of 
conflict. 
This show also produced a 
U.S. congressman - Ben Jones, 
D-Ga., who played Cooter. Might 
abysmal television be a breeding 
ground for federal office? 
5."MANIMAL" - This show 
about a crimefighter who could 
change into animals lasted three 
months on NBC in 1983. 
(Sample dialogue: "He's out cat-
ting around.") Arf! 
4."LOVE CONNECTION" -
Since 1983, the syndicated 
"Love Connection" with host 
Chuck Woolery has been intro-
ducing couples by videotape. 
This is the spiritual heir to 
"The Dating Game," where a 
bachelor or "bachelorette" would 
ask vaguely suggestive questions 
to a trio of hidden singles. 
("Bachelor No. 1, if you were a 
main dish, what would you be?") 
5 ."THAT'S INCREDIBLE!" -
ABC's answer to NBC's 1979 
genuinely innovative "Real 
People," which featured various 
eccentrics, human interest stories 
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AM Varied hai1 Reac. 
"That's Incredible!" staged 
stunts that were incredible, 
including a daredevil who was 
severely burned when he ran 
through a tunnel of fire. Another 
featured guest, an inventor, later 
was indicted on federal fraud 
charges. 
2. "SUPERTRAIN" - One 
of the costliest flops in network 
history , NBC's 1979 
"Supertrain" was a huge, nucle-
ar-powered luxury train, a "Love 
Boat" on rails that had a steam 
room, pool, gym, disco and no 
discernible ideas. 
1."TURN-ON" 
Developed in 1969 by "Laugh-
In" and "Real People" creator 
George Schlatter, "Turn-On" was 
very much in the manner of 
"Laugh-In." Is there a lesson for 
the '90s in all this bad television? 
I Love Lucy Varied 
Bev. 
Hillbillies Mid-Day 
Success Life Varied 
Varied 
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ESPN .......... : ............. 8 AMC ................... 22 
USA ....... ;-:-................. 9 WCCU (FOX) ...... 24 PREMIUM 
WGN ....................... 10 WTHI (CBS) ........ 25 DISNEY ................... 4 
TNT.. ....................... 11 WBAK (ABC) ...... 26 SHOW ..................... 6 
. WILL (PBS)_ ............ 12 WICD (NBC) .... , .. ._27. :;,tl&O .... ~ .. :J. .. .;;";,.":; .. :· 1J . 











P.M. WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-8 USA-9 WGN-10, 9 
ews 
WILL-12, 12 Life-13 
6:00 
6:30 Night Court 
ews 







Full House Murder, She Movie:Eddie Washington Week LA Law 
Family Matters Wrote Macon's Run Wall Street Week 





World Monitor Disney 
Wild Things 











Over My Dead 
Body Going Places Warrior Ray Bradbury William wartield News at Firepower EIU Connection 
-:-~......,~'"'":-:"'.':-"--''--t--'.".:--~~~+::-~':'.""".:--~~~~~~~~---:-~~~~'--~~-+::-~~~......,~'.":"".":'~--


































Carol & Co. 
Dreamer 
News 













Movie: Lethal Movie: ecret 






Runaway w/R&F Nitecap 
Adventure Swamp Thing 
News Speedweek Miami Vice Night Court 
Love Connect Sportscenter Eischeid 
Nightline Auto Racing Movie: 
Into the Night "10" Movie 
ESPN-8 USA-9 
Coll Ftball (4:00) ounterstn e 
ollege Footbal Movie: 






Allo! Allo! Tracy Ullman 
Molly Dodd 
Movie : The Dr. Ruth 
Man in grey flan. Esquire 
WILL-12, 12 LIFE-13 
awerence e Movie: 
(5:00) 
Lionel Hampton Movie: 




hina Beach at Pittsburgh White Movie: No 
Man's Women 
Movie: With a 
Song in My Heart 







ollege ootball Movie: 












Equalizer News All Creatures 
Replay (9:40) Great & Small 
Miami Vice Monsters Black Adder 
St. Elsewhere Dr. Who 
NFL Primetime Hollywood Insider 
Commercial Prog Movie: Hidden VifNI 
Am. Chronicles 
Tracey Ullman Star Trek: The 





Comic Strip Live 
Against the Law 
Rich & amous 
McMillan 












Streets of San 
Francisco 




Golden Years of T.V. 
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Eastern skeleton crew 
plans on scaring you 
BY AMBER GRIMES 
Verge editor 
Once again thrills and chills 
will be coming to the base-
ment of Thomas Hall. 
A new spirit has settled in 
the annual Residence Hall 
Association haunted house, 
Stephen King's. 
Although King himself will 
not actually be here for the 
Oct. 30-31 haunted house , 
the RHA hopes that the 
theme of "EIU Skeleton Crew 
Will Bring Out the Stephen 
King in You," will make it 
seem like the master ghost 
story teller is really here. 
Thrill seekers will be able 
to tour seven rooms of deco-
rated scenes from various 
book and movies themes of 
King's. 
"I think the Stephen King 
theme will draw a lot of peo-
ple," said Darcy Royster, 
chairperson for the haunted 
house. 
"(King) will be present in 
he first room, to help with 
the introduction," Royster 
added. 
Although it is not the offi-
cial season of giving, RHA 
decided to get a jump on it by 
donating all proceeds from 
the haunted house to the 
United Way. 
An RHA member proposed 
that all proceeds go to the 
United , Way a,fter Housing"_,,,\ "" "" ,,,. ~,.....,, ! .,,,,,,-.1 1-.••. , .,,,, •. ,_.~:,·.:r:~· ' < _,. File photo 
Director Lou Hencken asked At last year's RHA haunted house, Freddy Kruger atta~ked' an 
if there was anyway RHA unsuspecting victim in the Thomas Hall basement. 
could make a contribution, were just joking around," said of Thomas Hall. The cost of 
said Royster. Connie Catanzaro, a member admission is $1 for students 
. The idea of a Stephen of the RHA skeleton crew. and the general public. 
Kmg theme was a result of The theme comes at a Children in costumes will. be 
brainstorming and looking for good time with King's new admitted for free. 
an .~astern tie-in. . movie, "Graveyard Shift," A note of warning to those 
. We were me~smg around opening at the Mattoon the- thinking of attending, those 
with a way to incorporate aters on Friday. "It was kind without a sense of humor 
Eastern into whatever we f h h d should not come. o neat t at it appene at 
were going to do," Royster "It is definitely worth the dd d the same time," said Royster. 
a .. e : . The haunted house will time and it is early enough to 
Kmg was tourmg around not interfere with any other 
the Midwest at the time when take place from 7:30-lO p.m. Halloween festivities," said 
we were discussing it, we Oct. 30-31 in the basement Royster. 
KRISTY LICHNER 
Happy Belated 21st 
Birthday. Love ya, 
Lisa & Heather 








to close. Includes 
FREE dessert. 
ON THE VERGE OF 
PARENTS WEEKEND . 
Coming soon in next week's edition 
--------....iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 












Large 'Tfiin Crust Sausage Pizza 
~ ami{y Size (jarden Safad 
One 2-Liter '.Bottfe of Soft 'Drin/( 
Just $10.95 








- - - .. ~ .- - - - -- - ~ "'"62-. ::" 
$1.00 .. <: !•:·. 
l ........ .......,;. 
University Ballroom 
Friday, Oct. 26, 1990 1111 UNIVERSITY BOARD 
HSTIMf LLINOll UlllWIEMm' 
cttAfll.EITOM,LlllOll 
•. f.RIDAY, ·OCTOBER 16 .. 1.990.·.·.·.·.·.'.·.·.· .·.·.·.·.::.·.·.·.·.·-·. ·.-.· .. ·.· 
'. ' ' .. ... "'. , ' . •··. 
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Halloween tale 
reminiscent of 
past years fun 
FROM THE DESK OF 
HOR~E~HOE~ &"HAND GRENADE~ 
PETE SCALES+ DAVID LINDQUIST 
BY TIM SHELIBERG 
Staff writer 
In a Carbondale watering 
hole Wednesday night, two of 
my best friends dedicated a 
toast in my honor and in 
remembrance of the past three 
Halloween celebrations in 
Carbondale. 
I can picture what those 
guys are doing as I write this 
article. Boola is probably hitting 
on some unfortunate woman, 
stalking his prey (and bumming 
cigarettes off her, if possible), 
and Billy (a.k.a: The Boozer 
Deluxe) is probably on his 17th 
Seven and Seven, slurring his 
words and coming close to 
falling off the bar stool. 
Thursday morning, Boola 
and the Boozer drove upstate 
to South Holland, their home-
town as well as my former one, 
as Southern has a five-day fall 
break, scheduled during 
Halloween weekend as a deter-
rent to the mayhem which 
occurred in Carbondale over 
the last several years. For the 
past three years, I went down 
to Carbondale to drunkenly 
participate in the chaos, but for 
me this year, Halloween has 
been cancelled. 
For those unfortunate to 
have missed Halloween in 
Carbondale, it was an intoxicat-
ing affair that lasted two days 
and two nights. On literally 
every street, you could find a 
bash going on in full swing. 
Every bar was packed, well 
over capacity, and the highlight 
and main attraction of the 
weekend, "the strip," was cap-
tivating. 
It's safe to say that 
Halloween in Carbondale is as 




• Costume Jewelry 
The Perfect Place 
to find your 
Halloween Attire! 
West Rt. 316 
-Past the Fair Grounds 
'STUi510-3' I 345-4269 I 
I 1113 Lincoln I PERM, STYLE & CUT I Reg. $43 Now $30 I 
with Wendy I (Must bring in coupon) I 
also I The Tannery I 
\ 12 Tans for $25 L 345-4269 I ~~--- .. 
WATCH FOR THE 
Parent's Weekend 
,.. EDITION 
The Daily Eastern News 
Frida~ November2, 1990 
ever got. 
The Friday of the last 
Halloween in Carbondale, in 
which the city unsuccessfully 
attempted to "cancel" the 
Halloween festivities, was the 
best. Carbondale, SIU, Jackson 
County and State police were 
summoned in droves in case a 
riot broke out. On Friday, Oct. 
27' the streets were unofficially 
closed off by 500-odd people, 
and the police did nothing but 
let the masses occupy the strip. 
The freaks came out after 
the strip was blocked off: The 
men in drag, smoking cigars 
and waving their whiskey bot-
tles; The 20 jillion Freddy 
Kruegers. The Coneheads. The 
Kiss Faces (Gene Simmons 
tongues and all). I remember 
one guy actually made himself 
up to be a tree. Don't ask me 
how he kept those branches 
on. Groups of Metallica T-shirts 
and bell bottoms. Some people 
whacked out on who knows 
what, others simply getting 
stoned off the 12-oz. liquids or 
the pints they had crotched in 
their pants or stuffed in their · 
jackets. Thousands and thou-
sands of people jam-packed in 
a four-block radius. 
On that Friday evening, only 
6 7 people were arrested in the 
strip, be it for underage con-
sumption, public intoxication or 
whatever. 
But for now, Halloween 
weekend in Carbondale is a 
thing of the past. 
However, when I talked to 
Boola Wednesday night, he told 
me that the strip is scheduled to 
be packed with the festive on 
Halloween night and that the 
strip might once again be 
closed off. 
God, that would be sweet. 
x••••••••••••••••x 
- -I FRIDAY I 
• • I NIGHT AT I 
• • I HOOTR'S I 
• • • • I 'llTA'S $1.00 I 
• • • . ~ Longnecks • 
• •   x••••••••••••••••x 
THIS WEEKEND AT 
Dear sirs: 
At times it gets sort of tiresome railing on the same peoo~ again and again. But some 
people just can't seem to find their way out of our lives. 
As of late, when one utters the words "business college," a series of several images 
tend to resound through the mind of the struggling Liberal Arts student. 
• Vomit: "The act or process of ejecting the contents of the stomach through the 
mouth (or nose)." 
• Presentation day: After a Medieval philosophy class, men and women in uniform 
dark blue suits and yellow power ties march right in before the previous class is fin-
ished. One Boesky-boy erases an ontological argument in order to post a laminated 
poster showing the profit levels of a fictitious toothpaste product. 
They talk loud, use pointers and wear sunglasses in the hall like CIA goons. 
• Unattractive edi-fecal growths: They once had their own special place, nestling near 
the big happy family up at Old Main. Best of all, Blair Hall shares its name with the 
most materialistic of the big-boned gals from "The Facts of Life." Awesome. I'm so 
psyched. 
Anyway, they took it upon themselves to scoot on down to the south side of campus -
closer to Greek Court, of course. And after a few frustrating months, the aforementioned 
Liberal Art-types are finally beginning to get a word in over construction noise oozing 
from the big Lumpkin Pie in the sky. 
Or so we thought until an ugly two-room growth was discovered taking root under the 
south walkway of Coleman Hall. 
Weren't there papers signed to keep you out of our san_ctuary from pinstripes, brief-
cases and ego-based spreadsheets packed with potential profit maximation data for a 
first-year-out-of-college job? 
We have applied this to our own cost-benefit analysis scale, which has yielded the 
following: 
Your costs far outweigh your benefits. 
We hate you. Qo ~way. 
Cordially, 
Pete & Dave 
HAVE A 4 O'CLOCK CLUB 
APPETITE? ... 
THIRSTY'S TRY OUR 6 O'CLOCK CLUB PIZZA NIGHT! 
----------T-----------r----------LARGE 1 SMALL SINGLE 1 LARGE 
SUPER DRAFTS $1 oo 
MILLER LITE-BUD-BUD LIGHT 
QUARTS $2°0 
SUPER MIXERS $2°0 
BLUE TAIL FLYS-AMARETTO SOURS-SLOE GIN FIZZ 
DJ-DANCING-POOL-DARTS-FOOSBALL-BASKETBALL 
COME ON DOWN "THIRSTY'S" HAS IT ALL! 
2 Ingredient INGREDIENT I 1 Ingredient 
Pizza &. a PIZZA & QUART : Pizza &. a 
Quart of OF COKE I Quart of 
Coke . . . for : Coke ... 
~8.95 I ~5.95 : $7.50 
Delivered • 345-2844 I Delivered • 345-2844 I Delivered • 345_2844 
----------1-----------L----------
Corner of 
4th & Lincoln 
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